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Survey (CPS) to estimate the between-plant and within-plant components of overall wage dispersion.1

Introduction and Background
The main phenomenon motivating our investigation is the dramatic,
continuous rise in wage inequality in the United States since the late
1960s. Most of the rise is accounted for by inequality increases within
groups of workers defined by experience, education, and gender. We
interpret the large and growing role for inequality within groups of
workers with similar characteristics, as observed in household surveys,
as strong motivation for our investigation into the relationship between
wages and observable plant characteristics. Since observable worker
characteristics fail to explain the bulk of both the level and rise in wage
inequality, it is natural to inquire into the role of employer characteristics. We show that there have been striking changes in the distribution
of observable plant characteristics and in the wages associated with
plant characteristics since the late 1960s.
The paper proceeds as follows. In the balance of the introduction,
we review the major changes in the U.S. wage structure over the past
three decades, show that the manufacturing sector also experienced
large increases in overall and within-group wage inequality, and document some major institutional and structural changes in the manufacturing sector. We also discuss the main hypotheses about rising wage
inequality that play a role in the ensuing analysis. The following section
combines information from household and establishment surveys to
1. We makeno attemptin this paperto systematicallysurveythe largebodyof existing
researchon the plant-wagestructure,buta few remarksarein order.First,ourinvestigation
differsfrom previousworkon the plant-wagestructurewith respectto the superiorsize,
scope, and (in manyrespects)qualityof the dataset we bringto the analysis.Dunneand
Roberts(1990) are the only otherresearchersto exploit a large segmentof the LRD for
analysisof the wage structure.Recentpapersby Groshen(199la, 1991b)thatuse plantlevel datafocus on manyof the sameissuesthatwe takeup in thispaper.Second,employer
size is foundto be an importantcorrelateof wages acrossa wide rangeof previousstudies,
a resultthatemergesstronglyin the resultswe report.An importantrecentstudyby Brown
and Medoff (1989) containsextensivereferencesto the literatureon employersize-wage
differentials.Third, very few previousstudiesexaminetime-serieschangesin the plantwage structurewith an eye towardexplainingrising wage inequality.Groshen(1991b) is
the only exceptionknownto us.
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decompose the total variance of wages into between-industry, betweenplant, and within-plant components for both production and nonproduction workers. This decomposition allows us to measure the components of rising wage inequality and to begin evaluating competing
explanations for the rise. Next we describe alternative explanations for
the findings reported in the paper. We discuss reasons for wage differentials across plants, and we outline a simple competitive model that
illustrates the contrasting implications of product demand shifts and
skill-biased technical change for changes in the wage structure. We
also discuss the possible role of noncompetitive and institutional factors
in the growth of wage dispersion. In the next section, we investigate
the role of observable plant characteristics in the distribution of wages
across plants, using time-series changes in the plant-wage structure to
help identify the driving forces behind rising wage inequality. Finally
we investigate the impact of changing trade patterns and unionization
rates on the plant-wage structure.
The Changing U.S. Wage Structure and Alternative Explanations
The U. S. economy experienced pronounced shifts in the structure
of wages over the past three decades. Wage differentials between more
and less experienced workers widened substantially between 1963 and
1987, with the sharpest increases occurring during the 1980s. The college wage premium rose between 1963 and 1971, fell between 1971
and 1979, and then rose dramatically during the 1980s. The wage gap
between men and women changed little from 1963 to 1979 but shrank
significantly during the 1980s.2
On net, these between-group changes had little effect on overall wage
inequality during the 1960s and 1970s, but after 1979 they contributed
toward an increasingly unequal distribution of wages. Wage inequality
within groups of workers defined by experience, education, and gender
rose continuously after 1970. While within-group wage inequality increased at a smooth pace over the past two decades, the increase in
overall wage inequality accelerated during the 1980s as the experience,
2. Katz and Murphy(1990) documentall of these changes. Other recent research
documentingsome or all of these changesincludesthe papersby Blackburn,Bloom, and
Freeman(1989); Bluestone(1989); Boundand Johnson(1989); Juhn,Murphyand Pierce
(1989);Levy (1989); Murphyand Welch (1991); and Katz andRevenga(1989).
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education, and within-group components each made substantial contributions to the growth of wage inequality.3
Researchers have advanced several hypotheses to explain these large
changes in the wage structure. Observed fluctuations in the growth rate
of the relative supply of college graduates, coupled with the assumption
of steady relative demand growth for more educated workers, provide
a simple and coherent explanation for movements in the college wage
premium over the past thirty years.4 The continuous expansion of experience differentials and within-group inequality over the past twenty
years also point toward explanations that stress steady relative demand
growth of more highly skilled workers.
One set of explanations for the relative demand growth of high-skill
workers centers around the consequences of an increasingly integrated
world economy. U.S. exports plus imports rose from less than 13 percent to more than 24 percent of gross national product between 1970
and 1988.5 Since less-skilled workers are disproportionately employed
in import-intensive sectors, this pronounced shift toward a more open
economy has decreased the relative demand for less skilled U.S. workers. Borjas, Freeman, and Katz6 analyze the labor skill content embodied in U.S. flows of traded goods and immigrants and conclude that
these flows greatly increased the effective supply of less educated workers during the 1980s. They attribute one-third of the rising college wage
premium between 1980 and 1987 to the effects of trade and immigration
flows.
A second set of explanations for the relative demand growth of highskill workers centers around skill-biased technical change. The spread
of computer technology in the workplace and greater reliance on more
flexible production techniques are factors that have perhaps increased
the relative demand for more skilled workers.7 At least three aspects
3. Juhn,Murphy,and Pierce(1989).
4. Katz and Murphy(1990).
5. Abowd and Freeman(1990).
6. Borjas,Freeman,and Katz(1991).
7. Thereis considerabledebateaboutthe impactof changingtechnologyon skill rehaveincreased,there
quirements.While substantialevidenceshowsthatskill requirements
is also evidence that technologicaladvancessometimesreduceskill requirements.For a
discussionof this debateand referencesrelatedto the impactof changingtechnologyon
skill requirements,see Levy andMurnane(1991). We returnto this issue in "Explanations
for Wage DifferencesacrossPlants."
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of recent changes in the wage structure point toward an important explanatory role for skill-biased technical change. First, the timing of
changes in education differentials contrasts sharply with the timing of
increases in experience differentials and within-group inequality. This
contrast indicates that these dimensions of worker skill are not close
substitutes in production, and that movements in the various skill premia
are driven by different disturbances. Second, the timing of trade-related
disturbances, which are concentrated in the 1980s, do not conform well
to the smooth growth of within-group wage inequality over the past
two decades. Other product demand disturbances of sufficient magnitude to plausibly explain the large increases in within-group wage inequality are not apparent.8 Third, since the timing and magnitude of
increases in within-group inequality are roughly age-neutral, it is unlikely that they are driven by an increasing dispersion of unobservable
worker quality attributes related to, say, increasingly unequal educational quality.9 We conclude from these observations that skill-biased
technical change will play a major role in any satisfactory neoclassical
explanation for recent changes in the wage structure.
An alternative, and complementary, approach to explaining recent
increases in wage inequality stresses institutional changes in the labor
market rather than demand and supply factors. The view that unionism
might have potentially important effects on overall wage inequality has
a long tradition in labor economics.10 It is often argued that unions
narrow the wage gap between less and more skilled workers and sometimes argued that they reduce the dispersion of wages among workers
with similar characteristics.11 Accordingly, the dramatic fall in union
density in recent decades suggests that it might be an important contributor to widening experience difierentials and growing within-group
wage inequality.12 Alternatively, the decline in union density might
reflect deeper economic factors related to changes in the organization
and nature of production activity. Under this interpretation declines in
8. Forevidenceon the inabilityof interindustry
shiftsin thestructureof productdemand
to explainthe relativedecline in demandfor less-skilledworkers,see Juhn,Murphyand
Pierce(1989, sec. 5); and Katzand Murphy(1990, sec. 5).
9. Juhn,Murphy,and Pierce(1989).
10. Freemanand Medoff(1984); and Lewis (1986).
11. Freeman(1980, 1982).
12. Freeman(1988).
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Figure1. InequalityMeasuresfor HourlyWagesin U.S. Manufacturing,1975-88
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Source:Authors'calculationsfromMarchfiles of Bureauof the Census, CurrentPopulationSurvey(Department
of Commerce).

union density, and their relationship to the evolution of the wage structure, provide additional information that can help identify the deeper
changes that have affected both unionism and the wage structure.
The Changing Wage Structure in the Manufacturing Sector
Since we focus on the manufacturing sector in this paper, it is important to establish at the outset the differences and similarities between
developments in this sector and developments in the economy as a
whole. Figure 1 displays the evolution of three inequality measures for
hourly manufacturing wages from 1975 to 1988. We computed these
measures from the observations on annual hours worked and annual
salary and wages in the 1976-1989 Annual Demographic Supplements
to the March CPS.13 Wage figures are expressed in 1982 dollars using
13. We restrictour MarchCPS sampleto manufacturing
workerswho reporthourly
wages greaterthan 75 percentof the minimumand less than$250 in 1982 dollars. Each
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the GNP implicit price deflator for personal consumption expenditures.
Major changes in CPS reporting and imputation procedures make it
difficult to construct satisfactory inequality measures for hourly wages
prior to 1975. Accordingly, here and throughout the paper, we do not
report CPS-based results for years prior to 1975.14
The solid curve in figure 1 shows that overall wage inequality in the
manufacturing sector, as measured by the hours-weighted standard deviation of log hourly wages, rose by 20 percent from 1975 to 1988.
The bottom curve, which depicts the standard deviation of log wage
regression residuals, illustrates the importance and dramatic growth of
wage inequality within experience-education-gender groups. The residuals are computed from yearly cross-sectional regressions of log
wages on years of schooling, four schooling class variables, years of
schooling interacted with the schooling class variables, sex, and a quartic in experience fully interacted with the other regressors. Withingroup hourly wage inequality accounted for 74 percent of overall inequality in 1975 and 78 percent in 1988. Between 1975 and 1988,
within-group inequality rose by 25 percent, accounting for 95 percent
of the rise in overall inequality. Thus, the standardexplanatory variables
available in household surveys account for a fairly small, and declining,
fraction of total wage variation. In this respect, developments in the
manufacturing sector mirror developments in the economy as a whole.
Most previous studies of earnings inequality focus on the distribution
of log wages. Given the information available in the LRD, we investigate the distribution of wages measured in natural units throughout
the rest of the paper. The top curve in figure 1 shows that the coefficient
of variation in raw wages rose by 19 percent between 1975 and 1988,
slightly less than the rise in the standard deviation of log wages. There
are minor differences in the two measures over short time periods, but
the pronounced rise in wage inequality emerges clearly in both series.
We conclude that differences in the unit of measurement should not
seriously hamper comparisons between our findings and the results
reported in previous research.

Marchfile of theCPScontainsinformationforthepreviouscalendaryearon roughly12,000
to 15,000 manufacturing
workers.
14. Onthereportingandimputationchangesin the CPS, see Lillard,Smith,andWelch
(1986);andJuhn,Murphy,and Pierce(1989).
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Figure2. InterindustryWageDifferentials,ProductionWorkers,Fractionof
VarianceNot Accountedfor by:
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One simple way to motivate our inquiry into the role of employer
characteristics is to compare the information content of the LRD and
CPS with respect to the ability of observable worker characteristics and
observable plant characteristics to account for interindustry wage differentials. Since these wage differentials have been the focus of a large
and controversial body of work in recent years, this comparison is
intrinsically interesting as well. 15
To carry out the comparison, we calculated the ratio of the hoursweighted variance of mean wages across industries to the same measure
computed from the residuals in hours-weighted cross-sectional regressions on observable worker (CPS) or plant (LRD) characteristics. Reciprocals of these variance ratios, essentially the unexplained fraction
of interindustry wage variation, are plotted in figure 2. The LRD ratios
are for selected years between 1963 and 1986 for one set of plant-level
15. Katzand Summers(1989).
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controls, and for selected years between 1975 and 1986 for a second,
and more extensive, set of plant-level controls. To compute the CPS
residuals, we regressed raw hourly wages on nine region dummies, sex,
four schooling classes, years of schooling, years of schooling interacted
with the schooling class variables, and a quartic in experience fully
interacted with all other variables except region. To compute the LRD
residuals corresponding to set 1 (the 1963-86 results), we regressed
the mean plant wage on nine region dummies, three energy cost-share
classes, five capital intensity classes, two ownership-type dummies,
five product specialization classes, and a quartic in size with no interaction terms. For set 2 of the LRD plant controls (the 1975-86 results),
we added three age classes, fully interacted the class variables, and
interacted the quartic in size with the class variables.'6
The resultsof the comparisonare striking.In overlappingyears, observable
plant characteristicsmore successfully account for interindustrywage differentialsthanobservableworkercharacteristics.The unexplainedcomponent
of industrywage differentialsin the CPS are two and one-half times as large
as in the LRD using the more extensive set of plantcontrols.The unexplained
componentof industrywage differentialsin the CPS rises from 14.5 percent
in 1975 to 20.5 percent in 1988. The unexplainedcomponent of industry
wage differentialsin the LRD falls dramaticallyfrom 1967 to 1972 and then
falls slightly furtherby 1986. In 1986, and with the extensive set of plant
controls, the LRD accounts for all but 9 percentof the varianceof industry
wage differentials.Combined with the inability of observable worker characteristicsto account for increases in manufacturingwage inequality, Figure
2 indicatesthatfurtherstudyof the plant-wagestructureis stronglywarranted.
Major Institutional and Structural Changes in the Manufacturing
Sector
We now document some major institutional and structural changes
in the manufacturing sector that play a role in the ensuing analysis.

16. Theplant-levelvariablesaremorefullydefinedlaterin thepaper.Hereandthroughout the paper,we restrictthe LRD sampleto plantswith a meanwage (by workertype)
at least 75 percentof the minimumwage and no morethan$250 an hourin 1982 dollars.
We also droppedplantswith missing productionworkerobservationson the plantcharacteristicsused in this study. AppendixA providesinformationon samplecountsbefore
andafterthe impositionon selectioncriteria.
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Figure3. UnionMembershipDensityin the UnitedStates,1960-88
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Where data are available, we also compare changes in the manufacturing
sector to changes in the economy as a whole.
Figure 3 plots measures of union membership density in the private
sector and the manufacturing sector of the U.S. economy. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS) figures show a steep, continuous decline in
private-sector union density from 1960 to 1978. The CPS figures show
a continuing pronounced decline through 1988. These figures also show
a comparable decline in union density within the manufacturing sector
since 1975.17 Given the numerous studies that find important connec17. The 1974 to 1980 CPS figuresare from Kokkelenbergand Sockell (1985), who
estimateduniondensityas a fractionof theworkerscoveredby theNationalLaborRelations
Act. Since most managersand supervisorsare not coveredby the act, the Kokkelenberg
and Sockell figuresoverstateunion membershipas a fractionof the private-sectorwork
forceand, at leastfor manufacturing,
probablyunderstatethe declinein uniondensity.The
1983to 1988CPSfiguresarefromCurme,Hirsch,andMacpherson(1990). Fortheanalysis
in subsequentsections, we adjustedthe Kokkelenbergand Sockell datato be comparable
to the dataof Curmeandothers,using 1974 datain FreemanandMedoff(1979). Freeman
and Medoffestimateuniondensityin a way comparableto the Curmedata.
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Figure4A. Distributionof Employeesby Plant Size in the U.S. PrivateSector, 1962-85
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tions between unionism and the wage structure, figure 3 suggests that
the decline in unionism may be an important factor in recent changes
in the wage structure.
Empirical studies consistently find higher wages at larger plants after
controlling for observable worker characteristics and other observable
plant characteristics.18 Some of our recent research documents major
changes in the distribution of employees by plant size in the U.S.
economy since 1967.19 We summarize these changes in figures 4.A and
4.B, which plot time series for the coworker mean (the number of
18. BrownandMedoff(1989)investigateexplanationsforsize-wagedifferentialsbased
on sortingby workerskill, compensatingdifferentials,union effects, rent sharing,and
efficiencywage considerations.They findsupportiveevidenceonly for explanationsbased
on sortingby workerskill. We discuss sortingand otherexplanationsfor the size-wage
differentialin "Explanationsfor Wage DifferencesacrossPlants."
19. Davis and Haltiwanger(1989).
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Figure4B. Distributionof Employeesby Plant Size in U.S. Manufacturing,1962-86
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workers at the average employee's workplace) and the standard deviation of plant size across workers.20 According to figure 4.A, the coworker mean fell from 1,139 in 1967 to 665 in 1985, a striking 42
percent decline. The standard deviation of employer size across workers
in the private sector fell by 45 percent over the same period. Figure
4.B shows that the pronounced shift toward smaller plants and greater
uniformity in plant size across workers also occurred within the manufacturing sector. The coworker mean in the manufacturing sector fell
20. Davis (1990) describesthe methodologyfor estimatingthese statistics.The coworkermeandiffersgreatlyfromthe establishmentmean (averageplantsize) in termsof
both its magnitudeand time-seriesbehavior.The coworkermean and associatedhigher
measuresto use
momentsof the distributionof workersby plantsize are the appropriate
when investigatinglabormarketissues involvingdistributionsacrossworkers.See Davis
and Haltiwanger(1989) and Davis (1990) for furtherdiscussionof this point.
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from 2,239 employees in 1967 to 1,587 employees in 1986.21 Coupled
with the existing literature on the relationship between employer size
and wages, these facts point to plant size as a potentially important
factor in recent developments in the wage structure.
Another major structural change that occurred in the manufacturing
sector is a shift toward more specialized plants. Gollop and Monohan
construct generalized Herfindahl indexes of product diversification within
manufacturing plants using census-year data in the LRD.22 They find
increasing product specialization within manufacturing plants between
1967 and 1982, with sharper increases occurring among smaller plants.
The shift toward more specialized plants over this period occurs in
seventeen of twenty two-digit manufacturing industries. Using simpler
measures, we present evidence that plant-level product specialization
increased greatly between 1963 and 1986 in the manufacturing sector.
The shift toward greater plant-level product specialization is a potentially important factor in explaining movements in wage dispersion
within plants.
The manufacturing sector also experienced significant shifts in the
occupational and skill mix of labor inputs in recent years. The top panel
of table 1 shows large shifts away from operatives and toward managerial and professional workers since the mid-1970s. The middle panel
shows dramatic shifts in the educational attainment of the manufacturing
workforce. Workers with less than twelve years of schooling accounted
for 40 percent of manufacturing hours between 1967 and 1969 but only
20 percent between 1985 and 1987. Over the same time span, the
percentage of manufacturing hours accounted for by workers with at
least some college rose from 20 percent to 37 percent. This shift toward
21. As figure4B reveals,over 80 percentof this declineoccurredfrom 1967 to 1972.
Preliminary
investigationindicatesthata largefractionof the 1967-72 declineis attributable
to massiveshrinkageof a few largeplantsin aerospaceanddefenseindustriesas expenditures
relatedto NASA and the VietnamWar fell sharply.After excludingthese plants, the
coworkermeanstill declinesfrom 1967 to 1972 butat a muchslowerrate. (We thankTim
Dunnefor this information.)In addition,Davis andHaltiwanger(1989) findthatthe shift
away fromlargeplantsis widespreadamongtwo-digitmanufacturing
industriesover this
time period. Taken together, these observationssuggest that the pronounced1967-72
declinein the coworkermeanreflectsspecialfactorsin the aerospaceanddefenseindustries
andotherfactorswith a morewidespreadimpact.
22. Gollopand Monahan(1989). Theirgeneralizationtakes into accountthe distance
betweendifferentSIC (standardindustrialclassification)productsin the space of factor
cost sharevectors.
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a more educated workforce in the manufacturing sector is much greater
than the corresponding shift in the economy as a whole. In summary,
table 1 shows pronounced increases in the skill intensity of manufacturing labor inputs since the late 1960s.
The preceding results document remarkable changes in the manufacturing workplace and work force during recent decades. Relative to
the 1960s, the typical manufacturing workplace in the late 1980s is
more likely to be a small- or mid-sized plant, a specialized plant, and
a nonunion plant. The typical manufacturing worker is more highly
educated and more likely to engage in a nonproduction activity. In what
follows, we examine the effects of these and other factors on the distribution of wages between and within manufacturing plants.

Between-Plantand Within-Plant Componentsof Manufacturing
Wage Dispersion
In this section, we combine information from household and establishment surveys to decompose the variance of hourly manufacturing
wages into between-industry, between-plant, and within-plant components for production and nonproduction workers. The decomposition
quantifies the contribution of each component to the dispersion of manufacturing wages and to changes in wage dispersion over time.
Decomposition Methodology
The variance of hourly wages across hours worked in the manufacturing sector can be written as
V = oVp + (1 (1)

ot)V'j + OL(I -

= cx(V?p + V'4P) + (1 -

o)(WP

-

W,)2,

x)(VBP + VWP)

+ cx(l - cx)(WP- Wf)2,
where cadenotes production workers' share of hours worked, VPdenotes
the variance of wages across hours worked by production workers,
WP denotes the hours-weighted mean wage for production workers,
V?p denotes the hours-weighted variance of mean production worker
wages across plants, V%pdenotes the hours-weighted mean of the pro-
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duction worker wage variances within plants, and the remaining terms
denote analogous quantities for nonproduction workers. The first line
of (1) expresses the total variance of hourly wages as the hours-weighted
sum of within-worker-type and between-worker-type components. The
second line further decomposes the within-worker-type components into
between-plant and within-plant components.23
The between-plant and within-plant variance terms in (1) cannot be
isolated from standard household surveys like the CPS, although the
CPS does permit estimation of their sums, VP and vn. To isolate the
separate components of these sums, we first calculate VBPdirectly from
wage data in the LRD. We then estimate the within-plant wage variance
as a residual in a standard variance decomposition,
VWP = V(WhC)

(2)

-

VBP,

c

where V(Wh) is the variance of measured wages in the CPS. To appreciate the assumptions implicit in this straightforward approach, it is

23. The decompositionof overallvariationinto between-plantand within-plantcomponentsis derivedas follows. Temporarilysuppressingsuperscriptsfor workertype, total
variationin wages acrosshoursworked(for a particularworkertype) is given by:
E

e

I

h

(Weh

W)

=

=

=

eE
E

h

e I

[(Weh1

We)2 +

(Weh1

E HeVe +

e

We) + (We -W)]2

E He(We

e

E

e

-

h

(We

2

W)2

where H = total hours worked, He = hours worked at plant e, We, = the wage for hour
h at plant e, We = the mean hourly wage at plant e, and Ve = the variance of wages across

superscriptsfor worker
hoursworkedat plante. Dividingthroughby H, andreintroducing
types, yields
VP = VpB + V%P and
V" = VBP+ VWP,
where, for example,
(HP)

e

and
P=

(H4) HP(WeE

WP)2
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useful to consider the bias that results from measurement error in the
CPS.

Let Wh be the LRD wage for the hth hour worked at the eth plant,
and write this wage as
WI = eh We + nh,

(3)

where eh is plant indicator vector, WL9denotes the vector of hoursweighted mean plant wages, and -lh denotes the deviation of the wage
for the hth hour worked about its mean plant wage. We observe the
sector WLin the LRD, but we do not observe WLfor each hour worked.
Assuming that mean plant wages are measured without error in the
LRD, and computing variances on both sides of (3), we have
(4)

V-

V(WLh)= VBP + VWP,

where VBPis calculated from plant-level observations in the LRD.24
Write the CPS wage observation for the hth hour worked as the sum
of the true (LRD) wage and measurement error,
(5)

Wh = WL + Uh.

Computing variances on both sides of (5) and rearranging terms, we
obtain an expression for the within-plant wage variance involving measured quantities and measurement error:

(6)

VWP= V(WC) - VBP -

[V(Uh)

+ 2C(Wh,

Uh)],

where V(Uh) is the variance of measurement error in the CPS wage
observations, and C(Wh, Uh) is the covariance between the true wage
and the CPS measurement error.
Comparison of equations (6) and (2) makes clear that our use of Vwp
to estimate the within-plant variance of wages relies on the identifying
assumption that [V(Uh) + 2C(WL, Uh)] = 0. Testing this assumption
requires both employer-reported and worker-reported wages for a sam24. The plant-leveldatain the LRD on employment,size, age, ownershiptype, and, for
productionworkers,hoursworked,andhourlywages areof highqualityandrelativelyfree
of measurementerror.Hence, we view the assumptionof no measurementerrorin productionworkerhourlywages in the LRD as a reasonablebasis for analysis.Measurement
errorin the LRD wages for nonproductionworkersis much more severe for reasons
discussedat lengthin the appendixes.
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ple of workers. Unfortunately, we know of no employer-worker matched
data sets that correspond closely to the CPS and LRD in terms of sample
design and execution and in terms of the compensation measure we
use-hourly wages computed as annual salary and wages divided by
annual hours worked. Appendix B reviews the available evidence on
the structure of measurement error in household and establishment survey measures of wages. The appendix also reports estimates of the
measurement error terms in (6) for a sample of six hundred manufacturing production workers drawn from a special supplement to the January 1977 CPS. The supplement contains employer-reportedand workerreported observations on usual hourly earnings. Previous research and
our analysis of the CPS supplement point to considerable mean reversion
in the measurement error component of worker-reported wages. In other
words, C(Wh, Uh) < 0. This result indicates that the identifying assumption underlying (2) is consistent with available evidence. See appendix B for further discussion on this point.
Even if measurement error biases our estimate of the within-plant
wage variance in any given year, it is unlikely to seriously distort our
estimate of time-series changes in the within-plant variance of wages.
A stable measurement error structure through time, as reflected in a
relatively constant value of [V(Uh) + 2C(WIh, Uh)], will lead to accurate estimates of the change in Vwpunder our methodology.
Returning to the variance decomposition in (1), we further decompose the between-plant components into between-industry (VBI) and
between-plant, within-industry (VBpI)components to obtain
(7)

V = o(V?1 + VPBP+ VjpP) + (1 -

)(VBI

+ VBPI + VWP) + W(1 - cU)(WP -

Wn)2

Equation (7) expresses overall manufacturing wage dispersion in terms
of the wage gap between production and nonproduction workers and
decompositions of production worker and nonproduction worker wage
dispersion into between-industry, between-plant, and within-plant components .25
To estimate the components of (7), we proceed as follows. From the

25. By construction,VBP =

VBpI

+

VBI

for each workertype.
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individual-level wage observations in the CPS March files, we calculate
cx, WP, and Wnfor the manufacturing sector, and we calculate VPand
Vnfor each two-digit manufacturing industry. From the plant-level wage
observations in the LRD, we calculate VBpfor each two-digit industry.
Using (2), we then estimate Vwp for each industry. Aggregating
industry-level values (using LRD weights) yields the total manufacturing value of VBP, and applying (2) once more yields the total manufacturing value of Vwp. Finally, we decompose VBPinto its betweenindustry and within-industry components. In both the CPS and LRD,
hourly wages are measured as annual salary and wages divided by annual
hours worked.26 All calculations on individual, plant, and industry
observations are carried out on an hours-weighted basis.
Decomposition Results
Table 2 reports the results of the decomposition exercise for selected
years between 1975,.and 1986 based on a breakdown of the manufacturing sector into twenty-two industries. According to line 2 of the
table, the standard deviation of hourly manufacturing wages rose from
$4.88 in 1975 to $6.16 in 1986 (1982 dollars). Lines 3-9 show measures
of wage dispersion corresponding to each of the components in the
variance decomposition in equation (7). Line 10 reports the fraction of
hours accounted for by production workers. The bottom panel of table
2 shows the contribution of each component to the overall variance of
manufacturing wages. Several results stand out.
First, 51 to 58 percent of the total variance in wages is accounted
for by the dispersion in mean wages across plants. This figure is arrived
at by summing the contributions of the VBI and VBpIterms in the bottom
panel of table 2 (summing the contributions of lines 4, 5, 7, and 8).
The mean wage gap between production and nonproduction workers
accounts for 6 to 9 percent of the total variance in wages. The remaining
26. Forproductionworkers,the LRDreportsannualhoursworkedandthe annualwage
bill (exclusiveof fringesand supplementallaborcosts) for each plant.For nonproduction
workers,the LRD reportsonly the annualwage bill and the numberof employeesin the
mid-Marchpayrollperiodduringthe year. To estimateVBP, we combineinformationfrom
the CPS and LRD to imputehours workedper nonproduction
workerin each two-digit
industry.AppendixA describesthe imputationmethod.AppendixB discussesthe bias in
our estimatesof VBPand Vwpthat potentiallyarises becauseof our inabilityto measure
worker.
cross-plantvariationin hoursper nonproduction
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Wage Table
St.
2.
Total
wageshourlyhourlyhourlyhourlywages
Dev. Standard
figures
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
in Manufacturing,
of
wageswageswageswageswithinmanufacturing
variance
manufacturing,
between
1982
V of
mean deviation
deviation
deviation
deviation
deviation
deviation
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1975-86
between
NPW
of
hourly dollarsa
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mean
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NPW mean
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plants
plants
hourly
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Wage

1.44 3.94 4.86 1.77 2.62 1.46 4.88 23.86 1975

Variance
into

1.64 3.91 4.39 1.94 2.72 1.54 4.81 23.14 1977
Between-Industry,

1.68 4.16 4.79 1.99 2.93 1.48 5.13 23.29 1979
Between-Plant,
and
1.62 4.37 4.89 1.98 3.16 1.35 5.42 29.40 1982

Within-Plant,
1.75 4.68 5.31 1.94 3.31 1.00 5.76 33.16 1984
Components,
U.S.
2.02 4.63 5.81 2.04 3.33 1.66 6.16 38.00 1986

c. b. a.
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Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3,
(1 (1 (1
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ot(1
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- - otV?1
variance
coV%p
CoV?p1
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data
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of mean
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CPS)2
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LRD
and
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CPS
and
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7.73.0 22.133.8
8.6 18.95.9

0.66 2.86

equation
7
in
10.921.46.9
7.43.821.927.6

0.67 2.78
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on

the
text.

Percentage
of
total

wage
6.13.823.130.6
0.65 2.65
9.8 21.25.4
variance

8.3 21.13.8
8.03.424.630.8

0.62 3.15
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by
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6.9 20.01.8term 0.61 3.34
8.03.7 26.033.6
in:

6.5 17.34.3
8.64.422.836.0

0.60 3.69
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Table 3. Accountingfor the 1975-86 Change in the Total Variance of Hourly
ManufacturingWages
Percentunless otherwisenoted
Item

Withtime-varyingWitha fixed at
a
its 1975 value

Wagevariancechangeaccountedfor by:
Varianceof PW wages withinplants
Varianceof meanPW wages betweenplants
Varianceof meanPW wages betweenindustries
Varianceof NPW wages withinplants
Varianceof meanNPW wages betweenplants
Varianceof meanNPW wages betweenindustries
Wage gap betweenmeanPW and meanNPW wages

1.7
14.6
3.0
39.7
24.0
6.7
10.2

3.0
19.6
4.9
24.6
14.4
4.9
8.6

1975-86 changein varianceof hourlywages: 14.13
1975-86 changein the standarddeviationof wages: 1.2
Source: See notes to table 2.

source of wage variation in equation (7), the within-in plant variance
of wages for each worker type, accounts for 35 to 40 percent of the
total variance in wages.
Second, within-plant wage dispersion is much greater among nonproduction workers than production workers. The within-plant standard
deviation of wages is roughly three to five times larger among nonproduction workers, depending on year. In addition, the between-plant
standard deviation of wages within industries is 39 to 50 percent larger
for nonproduction workers. A related point is that nonproduction workers account for a disproportionate fraction of overall wage dispersion.
In 1986, for example, production workers account for 60 percent of
hours worked in the manufacturing sector but only 28 percent of the
overall wage variance, whereas nonproduction workers account for 63
percent of the overall variance.
Third, between-industry wage dispersion is of comparable magnitude
for production and nonproduction workers, but the relative importance
of the between-industry component differs greatly by worker type.
Between-industry wage dispersion accounts for about one quarter of
the overall variance in wages among production workers but never more
than 7 percent of the overall variance among nonproduction workers.
In this sense, almost all wage variation among manufacturing nonproduction workers occurs within two-digit industries.
Table 3 uses the figures in table 2 to calculate the contribution of
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each variance component to the rise in manufacturing wage dispersion
between 1975 and 1986. The top panel in table 3 reports the change in
each term of (7), divided by the change in the total variance. The bottom
panel carries out a similar exercise, but it fixes the production worker
share of hours worked at its 1975 value. Comparing the two panels
provides information about the importance of the changing occupational
distribution of manufacturing employment to the rise in manufacturing
wage dispersion.
The top panel of table 3 indicates that each variance component in
(7) accounts for part of the increase in overall wage dispersion.
Between-plant components account for 48 percent of the growth in the
wage variance, and within-plant components account for 41 percent.27
A rising wage gap between production and nonproduction workers accounts for the remaining growth in the overall wage variance.
Table 3 reveals sharply different patterns of wage inequality growth
for production and nonproduction workers. Among nonproduction
workers, most (56 percent) of wage inequality growth occurs within
plants. In contrast, among production workers, within-plant wage dispersion accounts for a small (9 percent) fraction of wage inequality
growth. Within-plant wage dispersion among production workers accounts for a minuscule 1.7 percent of the growth in the overall variance
of wages between 1975 and 1986. Even with production workers' share
of hours worked held constant at its 1975 value, within-plant wage
dispersion among production workers accounts for only 3.0 percent of
the growth in the variance of wages between 1975 and 1986.
The findings in tables 2 and 3 speak to at least three alternative views
about the underlying causes of rising wage inequality in the United
States. First, the results cast doubt on the view that rising wage inequality reflects the weakening of social norms or egalitarian forces
that constrain the wage-setting process. To the extent that these constraints compress wage differentials at the workplace, one expects their
relaxation to result in rising within-plant wage inequality among both
production and nonproduction workers. While stories along this line
that account for disproportionate wage inequality growth among nonproduction workers can undoubtedly be crafted, the virtual absence of
and between-plant,within27. Between-plantcomponentsincludebetween-industry
workers.
industrycomponentsfor both productionand nonproduction
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rising within-plant wage inequality among production workers stands
as an uncomfortable fact for this.view.
Second, the results in table 3 cast doubt on the view that deunionization has been an important contributing factor to the growth of wage
inequality in the manufacturing sector or in the economy as a whole.
If unionism compresses the distribution of wages among production
workers through standard rate compensation policies, as argued in the
institutional literature, then we would expect the sharp recent decline
in unionism to be associated with disproportionately large increases in
wage dispersion among production workers.28 As table 3 makes clear,
the facts are otherwise. While the results in table 3 do not rule out a
role for deunionization in rising between-plant wage inequality or the
rising wage gap between production and nonproduction workers, unionism-based stories are ill-suited to explaining the tremendous growth in
wage dispersion among nonproduction workers or the rapid shift in
employment toward nonproduction workers in the manufacturing sector. In short, the results in table 3 suggest that deunionization played
at most a minor role in the growth of manufacturing wage dispersion
between 1975 and 1986. Deunionization probably had even less impact
on the structure of wages outside the manufacturing sector.
Third, the facts in tables 2 and 3 are consistent with the view that
skill-biased technical change has been a major impetus behind the growth
of wage inequality in the U.S. manufacturing sector. Hours worked by
nonproduction workers rose from 33 percent of total manufacturing
hours in 1977 to 40 percent in 1986. Over the same time span, the
wage gap between nonproduction and production workers expanded by
nearly one-third. Taken together, these two facts constitute strong prima
facie evidence that the manufacturing sector experienced sharp increases
in the relative demand for more highly skilled labor. This increase in
the demand for more highly skilled labor could have been caused by
skill-biased technical change that favors high-skill workers or by shifts
in the composition of manufacturing product demand toward goods that
intensively utilize high-skill labor inputs.
The bottom panel in table 3 provides additional evidence on the
important role played by skill-biased technical change and/or product
28. Reynoldsand Taft (1956); Slichter, Healy, and Livernash(1960); and Freeman
(1980).
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demand shifts. Fixing a at its 1975 value and summing the contributions
of the various components accounts for only 80 percent of the overall
rise in the wage variance. The remaining 20 percent reflects the compositional shift from low-variance production workers to high-variance
nonproduction workers. This finding suggests the following interpretation of rising wage inequality. Modes of production differ greatly in
terms of the scope they offer for individual ability and skill differences
to manifest as differences in productivity. At one extreme, assemblyline production processes require that all workers, from the most skilled
to the least skilled, adhere to the line speed, thereby compressing the
distribution of productivities (and wages) relative to the distribution of
abilities. Other production processes have the character that each worker's productivityis affected multiplicativelyby the ability of certain or all
coworkers, thereby magnifying the distribution of productivities relative
to the distribution of abilities.29 Production-worker intensive modes
of production apparently offer less scope for ability and skill differentials to manifest as productivity differentials thain nonproductionworker intensive modes. These remarks suggest that the portion of
the wage variance increase not accounted for by the entries in the
bottom panel of table 3, 20 percent of the total increase, reflects a shift
toward more ability-sensitive modes of production. The large contribution of within-plant wage dispersion among nonproduction workers,
even with fixed a, is also suggestive of a shift toward more abilitysensitive modes of production.

Explanationsfor Wage Differences across Plants
Why should wages differ greatly across employers within the same
industry? Why should wages differ across workers within a plant? There
are a host of candidate explanations for observed wage differentials and
an enormous literature that seeks to evaluate the proposed explanations.
See, for example, the list of potential explanations and the related
29. Miller(1982) and Rosen (1982) develophierarchicalmodelsof the firmin which
each worker'sability multiplicativelyaffects the productivityof all subordinatesto the
worker.
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literature surveyed in Katz and Summers.30 In our discussion, we focus
on the implications of alternative explanations for the between-plant
and within-plant distribution of wages and for time-series changes in
these distributions.
Competitive Explanations
Technological heterogeneity across plants within the same industry
arises for many reasons. The anticipated scale and variablity of future
production, as well as the probability distribution over future factor
prices, vary across locations and over time. Available production technologies also vary over time. These considerations influence the firm's
choice of production technology when it constructs a new plant or
reinvests in an old plant. Given that the choice of production technology
and plant location entails significant sunk costs, these time- and location-specific differences in initial conditions generate persistent heterogeneity in production techniques among operating plants. Lambson
shows that even when competitive firms face identical initial conditions
and have identical information sets, they may choose different production technologies. Lucas and Oi develop models in which firm heterogeneity arises from heterogeneity in entrepreneurial ability.31
These and other sources of technological heterogeneity among plants
induce sorting by worker ability, which in turn leads to between-plant
wage dispersion within industries. 32 This sorting takes many forms.
Hamermesh suggests that larger plants use higher-quality workers more
intensively because of greater capital intensity at large plants and complementarities between physical capital and the worker's skill.33 Alternatively, Oi argues that large plants employ higher-quality workers
30. Katz and Summers(1989).
31. Lambson(1991); Lucas(1978); andOi (1983). Time- and location-specificdifferences in initialconditionsare likely to generatesignificantheterogeneityin the choice of
technologyacrossfirmsand acrossplantswithinfirms.Similarly,differencesin entrepreneurialabilityarelikely to generatedifferencesacrossfirmsandacrossplantswithinfirms.
While it would be useful to separatebetween-plantdispersioninto distinctbetween-firm
and within-firmcomponents,we do not undertakethattask here.
32. Technologicalheterogeneityin a competitiveenvironmentcan also generatedifferences in workingconditionsacross plants, leading to between-plantwage dispersion
associatedwith compensatingwage differentials.See Rosen (1986).
33. Hamermesh(1980).
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to reduce monitoring costs per unit of labor services.34 Clearly, both
of these sorting mechanisms generate a positive, skill-based relationship
between wages and employer size. Oi also argues that firm-specific
human capital accumulation occurs primarily at large firms and plants.
If higher-quality workers have an advantage in accumulating firmspecific skills, then the dynamics of specific human capital accumulation
provide another sorting mechanism that generates a positive, skill-based
relationship between wages and employer size. In addition, many forms
of skill complementarities across workers lead to ability sorting across
plants. Oi, for example, argues that large plants often operate with
technologies that rely heavily on standardization and teamwork and
therefore require homogeneous, high-quality work forces. Finally, plants
of different ages will exhibit differences in their work-force distributions
over tenure and experience, which in turn generate plant-wage
differentials in theories of human capital, job shopping, and employerworker matching.
Within-plant wage dispersion is tied to these technological differences among plants as well. To the extent that plants use a mix of skill
types, within-plant wage dispersion naturally arises. The degree of
within-plant dispersion is likely to vary systematically by plant type.
For example, if large plants require a more homogenous type of production worker, then within-plant dispersion among production workers
will be smaller at larger plants.
A simple supply and demand framework helps illustrate the role of
competitive influences on the between-plant and within-plant structure
of wages. In what follows, we focus on skill differentials, but job
attribute differentials could be characterized in a similar fashion.
Suppose there are J types of labor skills and K types of plants.
Without loss of generality, normalize the number of plants of each type
to be 1. It is easily shown that the equilibrium wage and hours for skill
type j can be represented as
hi

= E
k

hjk (0, ot)

and

Wj = wj (0, a),

where hjk is the hours for skill j at plant k, wj is the wage for skill j, 0
34. Oi (1983).
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is a vector of plant-level demand shifters, and at is a vector of supply
shifters for skill types.
The equilibrium mean wage at plants of type k is given by
Wk

=

E

k

k(,

0

hk(0,) /00

a)

Wj (e

where hk is the total quantity of hours demanded by plants of type k.
The total variance in wages across hours worked is easily decomposed
into between- and within-plant components:
V = VBP + VWP

where
hk
k\h (,

VBP

0

I (W
a)k(0,
0(

W(0,

-

at)/

)) 2,

and
hk
k

h(0, a>)

E (Wjk(0

h (0,ao) IT

a)

-

Wk(O,

))2.

This representation makes clear that changes in demand and supply
conditions affect between-plant and within-plant wage dispersion through
a number of channels. Changes in demand and supply conditions affect
the wage distribution for skill types, thereby affecting both within-plant
and between-plant wage dispersion for a fixed distribution of skill types.
Further, changes in demand and supply conditions alter the distribution
of skill types between and within plants, thereby altering between-plant
and within-plant wage dispersion.
A special case of this framework helps interpret some of the subsequent empirical findings. Suppose there are two skill types (high and
low) and two plant types (large and small). Suppose technologies are
such that only large plants can take advantage of the difference in skills.
Consider an equilibrium in which initially all high-skill labor is employed at large plants, high-skill labor earns a higher wage than lowskill labor, large plants employ both skill types, and small plants employ
only low-skill labor.
Within the context of this special case, consider two distinct types
of labor demand disturbances. First, consider a skill-biased technology
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shock that increases the difference between the productivity of highand low-skill labor at large plants. For example, we suggested in the
introduction that the spread of computer technology and greater reliance
on more flexible production techniques are factors that have perhaps
increased the relative demand for more skilled workers.35
Skill-biased technical change of this sort increases the demand for
high skilled labor and (assuming substitution effects dominate) reduces
the demand for low skilled labor at large plants. While the effect on
total employment at large plants is ambiguous, average labor quality
at large plants rises. Wages for high-skill labor rise, and wages for lowskill labor fall. Wages at small plants fall, and (with reasonable assumptions about supply and demand elasticities) wages at large plants
rise because of the rising wage for high-skill labor and an increase in
work-force quality at large plants. Overall then, this skill-biased technology shock induces a reallocation of low-skill labor to small plants
and an increase in both the size-wage differential and the skill-wage
differential. While this technology shock induces a reallocation of lowskill workers toward small plants, the impact on the distribution of total
employees by plant size is ambiguous.36
This technology shock affects overall wage dispersion through several channels. The increase in the employer size-wage differential tends
to increase between-plant wage dispersion. The increase in the skillwage differential tends to increase within-plant wage dispersion at large

35. Casestudiesreportedby Bailey(1989, 1990)providedirectevidencethatthe spread
of computertechnologyandmoreflexibleproductiontechniqueshaveinfluencedthedemand
for more skilled workersin this manner.For example,on the basis of his case studiesof
plantsin textiles and apparelindustrieshe states that "the increasingneed for technical
skills is particularlyacute amongrepairand maintenancepersonnel."This need resulted
from factorslike the installationof "state-of-the-art
air-jetlooms" and the expansionof
the numberof "weaves and colors" produced.See Bailey (1990, p. 24). Othertypes of
workershave been similarlyaffected. For example, "Even the loom cleaners, who are
amongthe lowest paidworkersin the plant,now mustat least be able to readinstructions
andpunchnumbersinto a key pad." Bailey (1990, p. 25).
36. Note thata very differenttype of skill-biasedtechnicalchangecan producesimilar
results. Supposehigh- and low-skill workersare strongcomplementsin the production
processat large plantsand supposefurtherthathigh- and low-skilllaborare inelastically
supplied.Thena technologyshockthatraisesthe productivityof low-skillworkersrelative
to high-skillworkerscan generatean increasein the skill differential;an increasein the
employersize differential;and the reallocationof low-skill workersfrom large to small
plants.
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plants.37 Compositional effects from the reallocation of low-skill labor
to small plants and the increased use of high-skill labor at large plants
also affect between- and within-plant dispersion.
Alternatively, consider a shift in relative product demands that reduces demand for the products produced by large plants. This case is
of interest given increased foreign competition for products produced
by large plants in the United States (for example, in auto and steel).38
This product demand shift reduces demand for both high- and low-skill
labor at large plants, and total employment at large plants falls. Again,
some low-skill labor is reallocated from large to small plants. For
reasonable supply elasticities, the skill differential falls since the demand for high-skill labor (which derives entirely from large plants) falls
disproportionately relative to the fall in demand for low-skill labor
(which derives from both large and small plants). The impact of this
decrease in the skill-wage differential on the size-wage differential is
ambiguous. For fixed-skill shares at large plants, the decrease in the
skill-wage differential decreases the size-wage differential. However,
the decrease in the skill-wage differential induces an increased reliance
on high-skill labor at large plants. This substitution response increases
the size-wage differential. If these substitution effects are weak, then
the first effect dominates. Overall, this product demand shift induces
a reallocation of low-skill labor toward small plants, a decrease in the
skill-wage differential, and an ambiguous change in the size-wage differential. In addition to the shift in the size distribution of low-skill
labor, there is a shift in the size distribution of total employment toward
small plants.
This product demand shift also affects overall wage dispersion through
both between-plant and within-plant effects. The decrease in the skillwage differential acts to decrease within-plant dispersion. If the sizewage differential falls as well, between-plant dispersion declines. Composition effects from the reallocation of low-skill labor to small plants
and the increased use of high-skill labor at large plants also affect
between-plant and within-plant wage dispersion.
37. Our example has the obvious limitationthat it does not incorporatefactorsthat
generatewithin-plantwage dispersionat small plants.
38. Changingtradepatternscan influencethe wage andemploymentstructurethrough
channelsotherthansimple shifts in relativeproductdemandacrossplants.We returnto
this matterin the conclusion.
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We will return to these two examples of labor demand disturbances
later in this paper. There, the evidence we develop on time-series changes
in size-wage differentials and changes in the distribution of hours worked
by plant size will help us to discriminate between explanations for rising
wage inequality based on biased technical change and explanations
based on relative product demand shifts.
Noncompetitive and Institutional Explanations
Now let us turn to noncompetitive and institutional factors that influence wage dispersion between and within plants. These noncompetitive explanations have been discussed extensively in research on interindustry wage differentials.39 Many explanations for interindustry
wage differentials are based on the idea that the nature of the employeremployee relationship differs systematically across industries. These
same arguments can be applied to argue that the nature of the employeremployee relationship differs systematically across plants within industries. For example, monitoring technologies can vary both across
and within industries. If monitoring is imperfect and more difficult at
large plants, then employer size-wage differentials can emerge following standard efficiency wage arguments.
Wage dispersion across industries or plants can also reflect differences in rent sharing. Rents can arise when employers have product
market power or when employers have cost differentials with respect
to nonlabor inputs. If wages are partly determined by rent-sharing considerations, then cross-plant differences in rents or in worker ability to
extract rents would generate between-plant wage dispersion.
While these noncompetitive factors can account for cross-sectional
dispersion, it is less clear that they yield additional and plausible explanations for time-series changes in the distribution of wages. Consider, for example, an efficiency-wage explanation for between-plant
wage dispersion. In the absence of standard demand or supply disturbances, a time-series increase in between-plant dispersion could be
generated by changes in the monitoring technology that make it relatively more difficult to monitor workers at large plants. As an explanation for major shifts in the wage structure, this line of argument
39. Katzand Summers(1989).
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seems farfetched. More plausibly, these noncompetitive factors might
influence the response to standard demand and supply disturbances that
affect wage dispersion.
Consider briefly how a product demand shift might interact with a
noncompetitive explanation of cross-sectional dispersion. Suppose that
the size-wage differential is due to efficiency wages in the manner
discussed above, and consider a product demand shift that reduces the
demand for products at large plants relative to those at small plants.
This disturbance induces a reallocation of labor away from large plants
toward small plants, and wages at both types of plants fall. The impact
on the size-wage differential depends on the relative demand and supply
elasticities. For sufficiently elastic demand at small plants, the sizewage differential falls.40 Overall, then, the effects of a product demand
shift in this noncompetitive environment are similar to the effects in
the competitive model discussed above. (However, there are no skillcomposition effects influencing the wage response at large plants in this
noncompetitive example.) Thus, regardless of whether between-plant
wage dispersion is generated by ability sorting or efficiency-wage considerations, a reduction in the demand for products produced by large,
high-wage plants induces a reallocation of low-skill labor toward small,
low-wage plants. Under plausible auxiliary assumptions, the demand
shift also causes a decline in the size-wage differential in both models.
Finally, unions clearly seek to influence the between-plant and withinplant structureof wages, and unionism often figures prominently in noncompetitive explanations for wage differentials. The well-documented
union wage gap is associated with wage differentials between plants
and between worker types. Freeman argues that, on net, unionism compresses wage differentials across workers. In light of these considerations, one might suspect that the large recent declines in union density are an important factor contributing to rising wage dispersion in
the manufacturing sector.41 But, as we argued previously, the evidence
presented in table 3 supports the view that unionism-based factors played
little role in rising wage dispersion. Below, we present additional evidence
that supports this view.
40. We have in mindan upward-sloping,no-shirkingconditionin the efficiency-wage
sector.
41. Freeman(1980, 1982).
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The Role of Observable Plant Characteristics
In this section, we investigate the role of observable plant characteristics in the distribution of wages across plants. We focus on three
questions. What are the basic patterns of variation that link observable
plant characteristics to plant wages? How much of the between-plant
dispersion of wages is accounted for by observable plant characteristics?
What information do time-series changes in the plant-wage structure
provide about the underlying driving forces behind rising wage inequality? The observable plant characteristics we consider are industry,
size, age, region, ownership type (single- or multiunit), energy intensity, capital intensity, and product diversification. Our reported results
place relatively little emphasis on wage differentials by industry and
region, since they have been studied at length in research based on
household surveys, and since we have already quantified the contribution of industry effects in tables 2 and 3.
Wage Differentials and Hours Worked by Plant Type
Table 4 reports wage differentials and between-plant standard deviations by plant type for production and nonproduction workers. Wage
differentials by plant type for a given year are defined as the difference
between the mean wage for the plant type and the overall mean wage
for the given year. All figures are in 1982 dollars. The table reports
time-series averages as well as the 1963-86 change.42
Mean wages are higher at larger plants, older plants, multiunit plants,
more energy intensive plants, more specialized plants, and more capital
intensive plants. The most striking differentials involve plant size. The
average wage gap between plants with more than 5,000 employees and
plants with 20 to 49 employees is $4.92 per hour for production workers
and $3.60 per hour for nonproduction workers. These size-wage gaps
are quite large relative to the average wage of $8.56 for production
workers and $12.96 for nonproduction workers.
Large size-wage gaps occur within detailed manufacturing industries
as well. In unreported results, we recomputed the wage differentials in

42. We do notreporttime-serieschangesfor ourcapitalintensityclassesgiven the way
theseclasses are constructed.See appendixA for details.
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Table 4. Wage Differentialsand Between-PlantDispersion by ObservablePlant
Characteristics
Wages are in 1982 dollars
Productionworkers

Plant
characteristics

Nonproductionworkers

Mean
BetweenMean
Betweenwage
plant
Fraction
wage
plant
Fraction
differen- standard of hours differen- standard of hours
tial
deviation worked
tial
deviation worked
Time-seriesaveragesa

Size

1- 19 employees
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000+

-1.08
-1.27
-1.35
-1.15
-0.84
- 0.01
1.41
3.18
3.65

3.16
2.91
2.73
2.63
2.70
2.86
2.94
2.59
2.19

0.06
0.09
0.10
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.07
0.08

-1.92
-0.89
-0.77
-0.93
-0.85
-0.42
0.43
1.65
2.71

5.99
6.37
5.74
4.84
4.24
3.78
3.61
3.51
2.65

0.05
0.08
0.09
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.09
0.13

Age
0-4 years
5-9
10+

- 1.19
- 1.26
0.45

3.19
3.05
3.52

0.12
0.12
0.75

-0.78
-0.78
0.26

4.92
5.14
4.64

0.11
0.12
0.77

Ownershiptype
Single plant
Multi-plant

- 1.46
0.53

2.84
3.15

0.27
0.73

-0.81
0.22

6.07
4.12

0.21
0.79

EnergyCost as %
of sales
Less than 1%
1%to 5%
Morethan5%

-0.15
-0.13
1.24

3.26
3.08
3.14

0.45
0.46
0.09

0.07
-0.25
0.44

4.72
4.53
4.26

0.53
0.40
0.07

-1.05
0.40
0.48
0.73
1.17

2.98
3.06
3.12
3.22
3.21

0.39
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.14

-0.56
0.23
-0.14
0.33
0.79

5.43
4.40
4.23
4.34
4.05

0.31
0.14
0.18
0.19
0.18

Capitalintensityc
- 2.43
Ist quintile
- 1.00
2d quintile
3d quintile
-0.05
4th quintile
0.84
5th quintile
2.63

2.74
2.90
2.98
3.18
3.40

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

- 1.77
-0.81
-0.18
0.59
1.76

5.23
4.61
4.42
4.54
4.51

0.15
0.21
0.22
0.21
0.20

Product
specializationb

Specialized
1st quartile
2d quartile
3d quartile
4th quartile
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Table 4. (continued)

Nonproductionworkers

Productionworkers

Plant
characteristics

BetweenMean
Mean
BetweenFraction
plant
wage
Fraction
plant
wage
differen- standard of hours differen- standard of hours
tial
deviation worked
tial
deviation worked
1963-86 changes

Size
1-19 employees
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000+

0.06
-0.56
-0.60
-0.51
-0.28
0.02
0.99
2.21
2.22

0.97
0.53
0.51
0.65
0.89
1.13
1.77
1.35
1.27

-0.02
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.00
-0.02
-0.01
-0.02

0.67
-0.32
-0.88
-0.76
-0.63
-0.02
0.21
1.10
1.21

1.04
0.73
0.19
0.48
0.45
0.72
0.83
1.10
1.18

-0.03
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.00
-0.01
-0.01
0.00

Age (1972-86
change)
0-4 years
5-9
10+

0.97
-0.48
-0.21

1.53
0.65
0.91

-0.13
0.03
0.10

0.62
-0.52
-0.07

-0.74
-0.08
0.81

-0.11
0.03
0.08

Ownershiptype
Single plant
Multi-plant

-0.58
-0.06

0.73
1.45

-0.10
0.10

-0.43
-0.02

0.81
1.05

-0.09
0.09

1.31
1.19
1.62

-0.24
0.19
0.06

0.00
0.22
0.21

0.70
0.96
1.06

-0.22
0.19
0.03

1.16
1.25
1.27
1.46
1.61

0.31
-0.05
-0.06
-0.08
-0.12

0.12
0.68
-0.01
0.51
1.17

-0.05
0.84
0.82
0.97
1.06

0.30
-0.02
-0.04
-0.11
-0.14

Energycosts as %
of sales
0.02
Less than 1%
-0.18
1%to 5%
0.26
Morethan5%
Product
specializationb

Specialized
1st quartile
2d quartile
3d quartile
4th quartile

0.38
0.59
0.41
0.85
0.83

a. Time-series averages are based on 1963, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, and 1986 observationsexcept for age values, which
exclude 1963 and 1967. All statistics are computed on an hours-weightedbasis.
b. The product-specializationratioequals the fractionof plant shipmentsaccountedfor by the primaryfive-digitproductclass.
Completelyspecialized denotes plants with a ratioof one. The otherrows reportfiguresby pooled-samplequartilesof the product
specializationratio for nonspecialized plants. The pooled-samplequartilevalues are 0.53, 0.72, and 0.90.
c. Capitalintensity is defined as the ratioof book value of capital to total employment. Reportedstatisticsby capital intensity
quintiles were constructedfor each birth cohort-yearcell and then averagedacross cells.
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table 4 while controlling for twenty-two two-digit industry effects in
each year. These size-wage differentials exhibit the same pattern as the
raw differentials, although the magnitudes are muted. When we control
for two-digit industry effects, the mean production worker wage gap
between plants with more than 5,000 employees and plants with 20 to
49 employees is $2.82 per hour. Controlling for two-digit industry
effects reduces the standard deviation of the mean wage differentials
across size classes by 39 percent.
Table 4 also shows considerable cross-plant wage dispersion within
size, age, ownership type, energy share, product specialization, and
capital intensity classes. For production workers, between-plant wage
dispersion displays a modest tendency to fall as plant size increases.
This tendency is somewhat more pronounced when we control for twodigit industry effects. For nonproduction workers, the inverse relationship between plant size and between-plant wage dispersion is much
sharper and nearly monotonic. Although mean nonproduction worker
wages rise sharply with plant size, between-plant wage dispersion falls
from $6.37 per hour at plants with 20 to 49 employees to $2.65 per
hour at plants with more than 5,000 employees. These results point to
much greater heterogeneity in average work-force quality among small
manufacturing plants than among large manufacturing plants, especially
with respect to nonproduction workers.
The distribution of hours worked by plant types reveals several clear
patterns. There is a greater concentration of nonproduction worker hours
at large plants. On average, 36 percent of nonproduction worker hours,
but only 27 percent of production worker hours, are worked at plants
with more than 1,000 employees. Perhaps the most striking aspect of
the hours distribution is the large fraction of hours worked at older and
multiunit plants. The fraction of hours worked at plants that produce a
single five-digit SIC product is also quite large.43
Turning to time-series changes in the plant-wage structure, we find
that wage differentials by age, ownership type, energy intensity, and
product specialization exhibit modest changes over the sample period.
Size-wage differentials exhibit dramatic increases. For production
workers, the hourly wage gap between plants with 20 to 49 employees
43. The StandardIndustrialClassificationsystem containsroughly 1,300 five-digit
productclasses for manufactured
goods.
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and plants with more than 5,000 employees rose by $2.78. For nonproduction workers, the equivalent size-wage gap rose by $1.53.
Between-plant wage dispersion grew for all plant classifications for
production workers and for virtually all classifications for nonproduction workers. Greater increases occurred among larger plants, multiunit plants, young plants, and less specialized plants. The reported
statistics also show substantial increased in the fraction of hours worked
at smaller plants, older plants, multiunit plants, plants with higher
energy costs, and a dramatic increase in the fraction of hours accounted
for by more specialized plants. Note that the shift away from hours
worked at large plants is more pronounced for production workers than
for nonproduction workers.
Between-Type and Within-TypeComponents of Wage Dispersion
among Plants
The basic tabulations of wages by plant type point to systematic
relationships between plant characteristics and wages. To help gauge
the magnitude of these relationships, table 5 decomposes the total
between-plant variance of wages into between and within components
for various observable plant characteristics.44 Taken individually, the
between-type contributions to total between-plant wage variation are
modest for most characteristics, typically accounting for 8 percent or
less. Wage variation by plant size is the exception, accounting for 26
percent of between-plant variation among production workers and 9
percent among nonproduction workers.45
Turning to time-series changes in between-plant wage dispersion,
we find that a parallel story emerges. Most of the observable characteristics, taken individually, account for modest amounts (often less
than 5 percent) of the 1963-86 increase in between-plant wage dis44. Table 5 is based on the categoriesused in table 4: nine size classes, three age
classes,two ownershiptypes,threeenergycost shareclasses,andfive productspecialization
categories.
45. In multivariatecross-sectionalregressionsof plantwages on a quarticin size, nine
regions,threeenergycost classes, two ownershiptypes, five productspecializationclasses,
account
22 two-digitindustriesandno interactionterms,theobservableplantcharacteristics
for aboutone-halfof totalbetween-plantwage variation.Forproductionworkers,the time
series of R2 values is 0.48 (1963), 0.47 (1967), 0.50 (1972), 0.54 (1977), 0.48 (1982),
and0.46 (1986). Addingthreeage classes to the 1986 regressionincreasesthe R2 to 0.48.

Age
Age
Size
Size
Energy
Energy
Product
Product
Ownership
Ownership
Cost
Cost

Table
5.
Plant
characteristic

specialization

Specialization
Decomposition
of
Wage

4.63
4.63
4.63
4.78
4.63

3.21
3.21
3.21
3.21
3.50

standard
Total
deviation

Dispersion
Across
Plants

standard

0.48
0.27
1.35
0.42
0.60

0.41
0.83
0.88
1.65
1.00

into

Between-type
deviation

Between-Type
Nonproduction

Production Time-series
and
standard

4.61
4.62
4.62
4.74
4.44

3.35
3.18
3.08
3.10
2.74workers

workers

averagesb
Within-type

deviation Within-Type

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.09
0.00

0.07
0.08
0.08
0.02
0.26

Componentsa
contribution
Between-type

0.91
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00

0.93
0.98
0.92
0.92
0.74
Within-type
contribution

c. b. a.

Age
Age
Size
Size
Energy
Energy
Product
Product
Ownership
Ownership
Time-series
Time-seriescost
Cost
Decompositions
are
changes
averages
areare
specialization
for carried

Specialization

based
out
1963
on on
to
an
1986
observations
except
for
for hours-weighted
7.34
5.12
7.34
7.34
7.34

change

6.18
8.22
8.22
8.22
8.22

age1963,
basis.

Total
variance

1967,
values,
1972,
which
are
1982,
for
and
1972
1986
to
1986.
except
for

0.11
0.28
-0.04
1.52
0.34

0.13
0.22
2.94
0.64
0.09

Change
in
between-type

age
values,
which
do
not

Nonproduction

Production

Time-series

5.28workersChange
8.13
7.23
5.77workers
4.78
7.38
8.09
8.00
5.54
7.06

in changesc
within-type

include
1963
and
1967.

-0.01
0.21
0.07
0.02
0.04

0.01
0.03
0.36
0.02
0.10
contribution
Between-type

1.01
0.93
0.98
0.79
0.96

0.98
0.97
0.99
0.90
0.64
Within-type
contribution
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Table 6. Mean Wage Differentialsby Plant Size and Yeara
In 1982 dollars

Plant sizeb

1963

1967

1972

1977

1982

1986

- 1.66
- 1.54
-1.50
- 1.16
-0.71
0.23
1.83
3.96
4.68
8.82

-0.87
- 1.60
-1.70
- 1.46
-0.98
-0.01
2.06
4.36
4.71
9.18

- 1.08
- 1.27
-1.35
- 1.15
-0.84
-0.01
1.41
3.18
3.65
8.56

-2.59
-0.92
-0.82
- 1.04
-0.89
-0.32
0.62
1.88
3.25
13.02

-2.23
- 1.38
- 1.37
- 1.31
- 1.09
-0.29
0.67
2.24
3.28
13.73

- 1.92
-0.89
-0.77
-0.93
-0.85
-0.42
0.43
1.65
2.71
12.96

Meanc

Productionworkers
1-19 employees
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000+
All plantsd

-0.93
- 1.04
-1.10
-0.94
-0.70
-0.03
1.07
2.15
2.49
7.80

-0.85
-0.88
-1.03
-0.99
-0.80
-0.10
0.99
2.11
2.52
8.18

- 1.08
- 1.16
-1.24
- 1.08
-0.87
-0.08
1.16
2.85
3.37
8.51

- 1.12
- 1.42
-1.52
- 1.26
-0.96
-0.07
1.38
3.64
4.13
8.80

Nonproductionworkers
1-19 employees
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000+
All plantsd

-2.90
- 1.05
-0.49
-0.56
-0.46
-0.26
0.47
1.14
2.07
12.01

- 1.13
-0.50
-0.41
-0.74
-0.67
-0.54
0.03
0.82
2.04
12.76

- 1.43
-0.75
-0.70
-0.87
-0.92
-0.46
0.35
1.60
2.57
13.08

- 1.22
-0.75
-0.84
- 1.06
- 1.06
-0.64
0.44
2.22
3.06
13.17

a. The mean hourly wage differential is the difference between the mean hourly wage for the indicated size class and the
overall mean wage. The mean hourly wage differentialis computedon an hours-weightedbasis.
b. Plant size is computed as the employment-weightedmean over all sample observationson the plant.
c. The last column reportsthe simple mean of the six annualobservations.
d. The all-plants row reportsthe overall mean hourly wage.

persion. In sharpcontrast, size-class differentialsalone accountfor 36
percent of the change for productionworkers and 20 percent of the
change for nonproductionworkers.
A Closer Look at Wage Differentials and Hours Worked by Plant
Size

The dramaticrise in size-wage differentialsmotivatesa moredetailed
investigationinto this aspect of the changingplant-wagestructure.Table 6 reportswage differentialsby plant size and year for both worker
types. Figures 5 and 6 depict mean hourly wages by size class for
selected years.
Figures 5 and 6 show that real hourly wages rose steadily for most
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Figure5. HourlyWagesby Size Class,ProductionWorkers,1963-86
Wage
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plant size classes over the 1963 to 1986 period. Much larger wage
increases took place at larger plants. Table 6 indicates that size-wage
differentials expanded continuously after 1967. In 1967 production
workersat plants with 20 to 49 employees earned, on average, $3.40
less per hour than their counterparts at plants with more than 5,000

employees. By 1986 this wage gap rose to $6.31. For nonproduction
workers, the corresponding hourly wage gap rose from $2.54 in 1967

to $4.66 in 1986. These 1986 wage gaps are enormousrelative to the
mean hourly wage of $9.18 for productionworkers and $13.73 for
nonproductionworkers.
Ourfindingof substantialsize-wage differentialsin any given crossThe striksection is consistentwith previousfindingsin the literature.46
46. Brownand Medoff (1989).
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Figure6. HourlyWagesby Size Class,NonproductionWorkers,1963-86
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ing and novel finding here is the dramaticand continuousincreases in
size-wage differentialsdating from 1967. This finding and its connection to rising wage dispersion are new facts that any potential explanation of the changing structureof wages must accommodate.As we
noted earlier, researchbased on household surveys finds that skill differentials in the U.S. economy have widened dramaticallysince the
late 1960s. Thus, the time-series changes in the size-wage gap documentedin table 6 are consistentwith explanationsfor the gap thatstress
sorting by worker ability. While efficiency-wage or ability-to-payexplanationsfor wage differentialsby plant size could, in principle, account for the time-series changes, a coherentandplausibleexplanation
along these lines is not evident to us.
The tremendousmagnitudeof the rise in the size-wage gap indicates
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Table 7. Hours-WeightedMean Plant Size by Number of Employees, Selected
Years, 1963-86
Measureof plant sizea

1963

1967

1972

1977

1982

1986

Mean based on currentsizeb
1. Production
workerweights
2. Nonproduction
workerweights
Ratioof
line 2 to line 1

1,678

2,097

1,538

1,467

1,242

1,406

1,734

1,827

1,568

1,480

1,357

1,458

1.55

1.62

1.33

1.34

1.69

1.74

Mean based on averagesizec
3. Production
workerweights
4. Nonproduction
workerweights
Ratioof
line 4 to line 3

2,606

3,393

2,045

1,968

2,097

2,443

2,637

2,879

2,302

2,199

2,261

2,442

1.52

1.58

1.47

1.49

1.67

1.67

a. Each panel reportsthe hours-weightedmean plant size for a particularmeasureof plant size.
b. Currentsize is simply the numberof employees (productionworkers and nonproductionworkers) in the curTentyear.
c. Average size is the employment-weightedmean numberof employees for the plant, where the average is computed over
all sample observationson the plant.

that sortingby workerability across plants of different sizes probably
increasedover time. Table7 presentsevidenceconsistentwiththis view.
The table shows the evolution of the hours-weightedmean plant size
in numberof employees for bothworkertypes andusing two alternative
measuresof size. Based on productionworkerhours and the current
size measure, the hours-weightedmean plant size fell from 2,097 employees in 1967 to 1,406 employees in 1986. Most of this decline occurs
between 1967 and 1972, but the decline continues after 1972. The
nonproductionworker hours-weightedmean plant size also peaks in
1967 and falls dramaticallyby 1972. However, beginning in 1977 the
nonproductionworker hours-weightedmean plant size begins rising.
Thesefacts indicatethatthe rising fractionof total manufacturinghours
accountedfor by nonproductionworkers (table 2) occurs disproportionately at large plants. Thus, at least at the crude level of the distinction between productionworkers and nonproductionworkers, we
have directevidence that averagework-forcequality at large manufacturingplants has risen relative to averagequality at small plants since
1977.
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Full Distribution Accounting for the Changing Plant-Wage
Structure-Methodology

The preceding results reportbivariaterelationshipsbetween wages
and particularplant characteristics.To provide a more comprehensive
characterizationof the contributionof observablesand unobservables
to changes in the plant-wage distributionover time, we use the full
distributionaccountingmethodologydeveloped by Juhn, Murphy,and
Pierce.47Using the JMP methodology, we estimate the effects-on
various parts of the plant-wagedistribution-of changes in the distribution of observableplant characteristics;changes in the wage effects
associated with observable plant characteristics;and changes in the
distributionof regression residuals.
To understandthe methodology, consider the regression equation
Wet = XedJt

+ Uet'

where Wetis the wage at establishmente in period t, Xet is a vector of
plantcharacteristics,anduetrepresentsthe partof the wage unaccounted
for by observables. Following JMP, we think of this residual as reflecting the establishment'spercentile in the residualdistribution,Wet,
and the distributionfunction of the residuals,Ft( IXet).Here, we allow
for the possibility that the residual distributionfunction varies with
certainobservableplant characteristics.It follows from the preceding
definitionsthat
uet = Ft 1 (WetlXet),

whereFt( IXet)is the inversecumulativeresidualdistributionfor plants
with characteristicsXetin t.
We can now decomposetime variationin the plant-wagedistribution
into threeparts:changes in the distributionof plantcharacteristics(the
X's), changes in the wage effects (the fi's) associatedwith a given set
of plant characteristics,and changes in the residualdistributions.DefiningP as the averageof the estimatedwage effects in the cross-section
regressionsandF( IXet)as the averagecumulativedistribution,we can
representthis decompositionby
47. Juhn,Murphy,and Pierce(1989).
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(8)

Wet - XetJ +

F
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(wetIXet)+ Xet(13t-

)

+ (F-1((RetlXet)
- F1 (wetlXet))
The first two terms in this decomposition capture the contribution of
changes in the distribution of observable plant characteristics for fixed
wage effects. The third term captures the contribution of changing wage
effects. The final term captures the contributions of changes in the
distribution of regression residuals that are unexplained by changes in
the /3's and changes in the distribution of the X's. We can use the
decomposition in (8) to isolate the contribution of these three types of
changes to the total change in the wage structure.
To isolate the contribution of changes in the distribution of observable
plant characteristics, consider
Wet = Xetfl + F 1(WetlXet).

(9)

The time path of the distribution over the WI represents an estimate
of how the changing distribution of observable plant characteristics
affects the wage structure.
To generate the marginal contribution of changes in wage effects to
changes in the wage structure, consider
(10)

W' = Xetf3t + FT1(WetlXet).

The distribution over the W2 reflects both wage effects and observable plant characteristics. Now think of calculating the time path of the
distribution over the W2, as well as the time path of the distribution
over the Wet.For each of these time paths, we can calculate time series
on various summary statistics. Comparing the 90-10 percentile range,
for example, as generated by distributions over the Wlt and the W2,
yields an estimate of the marginal contribution of changing wage effects
to changes in the 90- 10 range. Similar remarks apply to other measures
of inequality.
Likewise, we can generate the marginal contribution of changes in
the unobservables to changes in the wage structure by considering
(11)

W3 = Xetlt

+ F1((etlXet)

= Xetflt + Uet = Wet

Hence, comparing the time path of the distribution over the Wetto the
time path of the distribution over the W2 yields the marginal contribution of changes in the unobservables to changes in the wage structure.
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Full Distribution Accounting Results
The top left panel of figure 7 plots the time series of between-plant
wage dispersion for production workers, as measured by the wage differential between the 90th and 10th percentiles of the plant-wage distribution. The 90-10 differential rose from roughly $6.50 an hour in
1967 to more than $10.00 an hour in 1986. The increase in the 90-10
differential holds fairly steady from 1967 to 1982 and then slows between 1982 and 1986.
The other three panels in figure 7 break down the growth in the 9010 plant-wage differential into the three components of the JMP accounting exercise. Each component is measured as a deviation from its
overall mean. The regression specification underlying the decomposition represented by the solid curves contains two-digit industry effects,
nine region effects, a quartic in size, two ownership types, three energy
cost classes, five product specialization classes, and no interaction terms.
In this specification, we permit the distribution function of the residuals
to vary across two-digit industries. The specification underlying the
decomposition represented by the dashed curve contains only the quartic
in size (and the year-specific intercept terms) and a residual distribution
function that does not vary by industry or any other plant characteristic.
Several interesting results emerge from the time-series decomposition in figure 7. First, changes in the distribution of observable plant
characteristics (holding fixed the wages associated with these characteristics) had little effect over the 1963-86 period on between-plant
wage dispersion, as measured by the 90-10 differential.
Second, changes in the wages associated with observable plant characteristics account for two-thirds of the total increase in the 90- 10 wage
differential. Over the sample period, the 90-10 wage differential rose
by $3.74 per hour. Wage effects alone account for a rise in the 90-10
differential equal to $2.47 per hour. The dominant role of observable
wage effects in accounting for rising between-plant wage dispersion
contrasts sharply with the dominant role of unobservables in accounting
for the overall rise in between-worker wage dispersion. Indeed, Juhn,
Murphy, and Pierce find that observable wage effects and observable
quantity effects combined account for only one-third of the increase in
the 90-10 worker wage differential over the 1963-86 time period.48
48. Juhn,Murphy,and Pierce(1989).
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Table 8. Observable and UnobservableComponentsof Changes in the Plant-Wage
Structure, ManufacturingWorkers, 1963-86
In 1982 dollars
Inequality
measure

Totalchange
1963-86

Observable
quantities

Observable
Unobservables
wages

Productionworkers
Standarddeviation
90- 10 differential
90-50 differential
50-10 differential

1.26
3.74
3.32
0.41

-0.12
-0.20
0.33
-0.53

0.74
2.47
1.82
0.65

0.64
1.46
1.17
0.29

Productionworkers(controllingonlyfor plant size)
Standarddeviation
90-10 differential
90-50 differential
50- 10 differential

1.26
3.74
3.32
0.41

Standarddeviation
90-10 differential
90-50 differential
50-10 differential

0.81
2.90
1.46
1.44

-0.05
0.38
0.88
-0.50

0.51
1.45
1.22
0.23

0.80
1.90
1.22
0.68

Nonproductionworkers
-0.14
-0.13
0.05
-0.18

0.31
1.31
0.71
0.60

0.51
1.72
0.70
1.02

Source: Author's calculations. See text for a descriptionof the regressionspecificationsthat underliethe calculations in this
table.

Third, the wage effects associated with plant size alone account for
a remarkably large fraction of the total increase in between-plant wage
dispersion. According to the dashed curve in the lower left panel of
figure 7, changing wage effects associated with plant size account for
$1.45 of the $3.74 increase in the 90-10 plant-wage differential. Thus
the dramatic expansion of size-wage differentials that we found in previous tables accounts for nearly 40 percent of the total increase in
between-plant wage dispersion.
An attractive feature of the JMP methodology is that it enables one
to quantify the effect of changes in the observables and unobservables
on all parts of the wage distribution. Table 8 exploits this feature of
the methodology to report the decomposition of time-series changes in
the 90-50 and 50-10 wage differentials. Two facts stand out in the table.
First, for production workers, observable characteristics and wages
together account for over 60 percent of the increase in between-plant
dispersion for all of the reported measures. For nonproduction workers,
observable characteristics and wages account for a smaller but still
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substantial fraction of the time-series change in the various measures
of between-plant wage dispersion.
Second, almost 90 percent of the increase in between-plant wage
dispersion among production workers occurs in the upper half of the
distribution. This latter finding is interesting in the context of recent
controversies about whether the economy has been providing too many
"bad jobs."49 According to the top panel in table 8, changes in the
distribution of observable plant characteristics between 1963 and 1986
actually contributed to a substantial decrease in the differential between
mean wages at the average plant (50th percentile) and mean wages at
low-wage plants (10th percentile). In other words, the manufacturing
sector is (in 1986) providing relatively fewer jobs at the type of plants
that traditionally provided low-wage employment opportunities. 50 Note
that the small increase in the 50- 10 differential over the 1963-86 period
also indicates that the erosion of the real minimum wage played little
part in rising wage inequality in the manufacturing sector.
Interpretation of Findings
At this point in our investigation, we have accumulated several facts
that help discriminate between the skill-biased technical change explanation and the trade growth/product demand shift explanation for rising
wage inequality in the U.S. economy. These facts are as follows: One,
the manufacturing sector experienced dramatic and continuous expanansion of wage differentials by plant size from 1967 to 1986. These
rising size-wage differentials account for about 40 percent of the overall
increase in between-plant wage dispersion among production workers
and a large fraction of the increase among nonproduction workers. Two,
the manufacturing sector experienced a sharp leftward shift in the distribution of hours worked by plant size after 1967. Most of this shift
occurred by 1972. Since 1977 the distribution of hours worked by
nonproduction worker hours has reversed course and shifted substantially to the right. Three, the manufacturing sector experienced a pronounced upgrading of labor skill intensity, as indicated by changes in
the educational and occupational mix of manufacturing workers. Four,
49. See, for example, BluestoneandHarrison(1988).
50. In this context,it is useful to observethatthe medianrealwage for manufacturing
jobs has risenover our sampleperiod.
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since 1977 improvements in work-force quality have occurred disproportionately at large manufacturing plants. Five, in addition, research
based on household surveys points to steady relative demand growth
for more highly skilled workers in recent decades.
These facts are consistent with the view that skill-biased technical
change has been the major driving force behind rising wage inequality
in the United States. The facts are difficult to square with the view that
product demand shifts have been the major driving force behind rising
wage inequality. Given sharply rising skill and size differentials, an
explanation based solely on product demand shifts is very difficult to
reconcile with the shift in the distribution of hours worked toward small
plants, and the relative increase in the average work-force quality of
large plants. To accommodate the rising skill differential, the product
demand shift story must postulate an increase in the demand for products
that intensively utilize high-skill labor inputs. If this product demand
increase impinges directly on large plants, then the distribution of hours
worked will shift toward large plants. This implication is sharply at
odds with the leftward shifts in the distribution of hours worked by
plant size. If this product demand increase directly affects only the
subset of small plants that intensively utilize high-skill labor (and not
large plants), then large plants will substitute away from high-skill labor
and the relative work-force quality of large plants will deteriorate. This
prediction is sharply at odds with evidence that average work-force
quality at large plants rose relative to work-force quality at small plants.
Finally, explanations for rising wage inequality based on product demand shifts offer no apparent explanation for the explosion of withinplant wage dispersion among nonproduction workers documented in
table 3.
In contrast, the skill-biased technical change story that we outlined
earlier predicts rising skill differentials, rising size-wage differentials,
and rising average work-force quality at large plants. This story also
accommodates the leftward shift in the distribution of hours worked by
plant size.51 Skill-biased technical change is also suggested by the

51. Reasonableassumptionsabout the marginalrate of technicalsubstitutionin the
productionfunctionbetweenhigh-skillandlow-skillworkerscan leadto eithera rightward
or leftwardshiftin the distributionof hoursworkedby plantsize in responseto skill-biased
technicalchange.The skill-biasedtechnicalchangestorycarriesstrongerimplicationsabout
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pattern of increasing wage dispersion that appears in table 3, as we
argued earlier. However, the simple skill-biased technical change story
developed earlier does not seem sufficiently rich to explain the explosion
of within-plant wage inequality among nonproduction workers. This
observation suggests to us that a shift toward more ability-sensitive
modes of production has played an important role in rising wage inequality.
Another finding not obviously explained by our skill-biased technical
change story is the difference between the timing of changes in the
distribution of hours worked by plant size and the timing of changes
in size-wage differentials. As figures 5 and 6 indicate, size-wage differentials rise continuously after 1967. But, as figure 4B and table 7
indicate, most of the leftward shift in the size distribution of hours and
employment occurs between 1967 and 1972. Several observations help
reconcile these timing differences with the skill-biased technical change
story. First, a substantial fraction (approximately one-third) of the overall increase in size-wage differentials also occurs between 1967 and
1972. Second, the leftward shift in the size distribution of hours and
employment continues after 1972, albeit at a slower rate. Preliminary
investigation (see footnote 21) indicates that the sharp 1967-72 decline
in the hours-weighted mean plant size partly reflects special factors that
are unrelated to the structural changes on which this study focuses.
Third, skill-biased technical change carries no strong implications for
shifts in the distribution of hours worked by plant size. Our skill-biased
technical change story carries stronger implications regarding changes
in the skill composition of labor inputs by plant size. Consistent with
our story, tables 4 and 7 show systematic shifts toward greater reliance
on nonproduction workers at large plants.

Further Investigation of the Plant-Wage Structure: Size, Trade,
and Union Effects
In this section, we directly investigate the role of changing patterns
of unionization and international trade on the plant-wage structure. We
thedistributionof outputby plantsize andthe rateof growthof outputperworkerby plant
size. We have not yet investigatedthese implications.
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Table 9. Mean Wage Differentialsby Plant Size and Year, Controllingfor Plant
and Industry Characteristicsa
In 1982 dollars
Plant size

1975

1977

1- 19 employees
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000+

-0.46
-0.40
-0.33
- 0.37
-0.23
-0.05
0.29
0.97
0.57

-0.26
- 0.53
-0.65
- 0.53
-0.40
-0.13
0.35
1.18
0.97

- 1.82
0.10
0.45
-0.11
-0.22
-0.32
0.05
0.88
0.98

1979

1984

1986

- 1.05
-0.89
-0.88
-0.65
-0.37
0.05
0.69
1.47
1.63

-0.32
- 0.70
-0.76
-0.53
-0.14
0.33
1.16
1.78
1.52

-0.41
- 1.09
- 1.20
- 1.00
-0.59
-0.07
0.99
1.75
1.62

Nonproductionworkers
- 1.46
- 1.86
-3.08
-0.64
0.18
-0.49
-0.33
0.03
0.18
-0.27
-0.34
-0.04
-0.46
0.03
-0.39
- 0.37
-0.23
0.21
0.46
0.06
0.73
1.17
1.00
1.91
1.46
1.50
1.06

- 1.56
-0.33
0.00
-0.03
0.18
0.51
1.03
2.03
1.37

-2.56
- 0.79
-0.50
-0.40
-0.45
-0.01
0.90
2.22
1.58

1982

Productionworkers

1-19 employees
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000+

-0.64
-0.75
-0.69
-0.60
-0.35
-0.05
0.51
1.33
1.24

a. The mean hourly wage differential is the difference between the mean hourly wage for the indicated size class and the
overall mean wage for the year. The mean hourly wage for each size-year entry is the coefficient from plant-level regresssions
with size class and year interacted,controllingfor other plant and industrycharacteristics.All regressionsare estimatedby OLS
on a pooled time-series, cross-sectionaldata set containingplant-levelobservationsfor the years 1975, 1977, 1979, 1982, 1984,
and 1986. The othercontrols are class variablesfor four-digitindustry,plantage, region, ownershiptype, productspecialization,
energy intensity; and industry-level work-force controls (percent female, mean experience, mean education), industry-level
import penetrationratio and export share, union density, and capital-laborratio. Union density is from the CPS at the two-digit
level. The importand export variablesare from the NBER TradeData Set at the four-digitlevel. Standarderrorsof coefficients
for productionworkers range from 0.11 to 0.12. Standarderrorsfor nonproductionworkersrange from 0.24 to 0.29.

also reestimate the size-wage differentials, while controlling for a host
of plant-level and industry-level observables, to examine the robustness
of our earlier findings.
Size-Wage Differentials with Extensive Controls
Table 9 reports estimated size-wage differentials in the presence of
plant-level and industry-level controls. These differentials are estimated
from a pooled time-series cross-section regression containing year effects; plant-level controls for age, energy cost, product specialization,
and four-digit industry; and additional time-varying industry-level mea-
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sures of union membership density, work-force characteristics, the import penetration ratio, and exports' share of shipments. The reported
estimates are coefficients on the size-class indicators interacted with
the year effects.
Comparing tables 6 and 9 reveals that the controls substantially reduce the production worker size-wage differentials, especially for the
class of more than 5,000 employees. In 1986, for example, the production worker wage differential between plants with 20 to 49 employees and plants with 2,500 to 4,999 employees is $5.96 without
controls and $2.84 with controls. Comparing tables 6 and 9 reveals that
the controls less successfully account for the nonproduction worker
size-wage differentials. The controls also typically account for a smaller
portion of the growth in the size-wage differentials and, in some cases,
lead to larger increases in the differentials. For example, between 1977
and 1986 the production worker wage differential between plants with
20 to 49 employees and plants with 2,500 to 4,999 employees rises by
$0.90 without controls and by $1. 13 with controls. In short, the results
in table 9 reinforce our earlier findings on the impressive magnitude
and dramatic growth of size-wage differentials. A convincing explanation for rising wage dispersion across plants and workers will provide
a coherent interpretation of rising size-wage differentials.
Trade and Union Effects
Turning to the effects of trade patterns and unionization on the wage
structure, we have argued that the accumulated evidence is unfavorable
to the trade growth-product demand shift explanation and the deunionization explanation for rising wage inequality. It remains to be
seen whether a closer examination of the data will reveal important
effects of trade shocks or deunionization on the plant-wage structure.
Our ability to directly investigate the impact of trade effects and
unionization rates on the plant-wage structure is restricted by data limitations, particularly with respect to union effects. The LRD contains
no information on union presence at the plant. Neither does the LRD
contain reliable information regarding exports by plant. Our methodology here is based on the presumption that differential changes in trade
patterns or unionization rates across industries should be reflected in
systematic responses of the plant-wage structure within manufacturing.
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These responses can arise either because of imperfect labor mobility
across industries and plants, or because trade and union shocks lead to
changes in work-force quality that are not captured by our crude controls. Even if labor is imperfectly mobile, there may be significant crossindustry effects missed in our analysis.52 Nevertheless, if changing trade
patterns or unionization rates have played an important role, then we
should be able to detect direct effects of these changes on the structure
of wages in the impacted industries.
To investigate trade effects, we match detailed (four-digit) industrylevel information on the time series of imports and exports to the plantlevel data using the plant's four-digit industry code. We also match
two-digit industry-level figures for union membership density to the
plant-level data. The time span covered by the union density data limits
our analysis to the 1975-86 period. By interacting the industry-level
data with observable plant characteristics, we investigate whether
industry-level variation in the import penetration ratio, exports' share
of shipments, or union membership density accounts for a significant
fraction of the increase in between-plant wage dispersion.
Table 10 presents estimated wage effects associated with the interaction of industry-level trade and union variables with plant characteristics. The wage effects are estimated by OLS in a pooled time-series
cross-sectional regression specification that includes year effects, 450
four-digit industry effects, time-varying industry measures of workforce quality and capital intensity, and a battery of plant-level characteristics. While virtually all of the reported interaction coefficients
are statistically significant, the estimated impact of the trade and union
variables on the plant-wage structure is quite modest.
Consider, for example, the interactions of the industry-level variables
with plant size. For production workers, an increase in an industry's
import penetration ratio is associated with a rise in the size-wage differential. The relevant estimated coefficient is 0.000235. (The coefficients on plant size in the table are multiplied by 103- see the notes
to table 10.) This estimate implies that even a large increase in the
import penetration ratio, say ten percentage points, increases the sizewage differential between a plant with 50 workers and a plant with
52. Revenga (1989).
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5,000 workers by less than $0.12 per hour.53 Carrying out a similar
exercise for a 10 percentage point increase in the export share, the
estimated effect on the size-wage differential is only $0.04 per hour.54
These effects are tiny relative to observed increases in the size-wage
differential and overall between-plant wage dispersion.
Changes in industry-level union density also have small estimated
effects on the size-wage differential. Union threat-effect models of wage
determination predict that a higher unionization rate reduces the sizewage differential.55 The argument is that large nonunion plants pay
union wages because they face a strong threat of unionization, whereas
small nonunion plants facing a lesser threat are less compelled to match
the union wage. Accordingly, an increase in industry-wide union density disproportionately increases the wages of small plants and thus
narrows the size-wage differential. The negative estimated coefficient
on the size-union interaction term is consistent with this hypothesis.
However, the magnitude of the effect is trivial. A 10 percentage point
increase in union density would, according to the estimate, reduce the
wage differential between a plant with 50 employees and a plant with
5,000 employees by one penny an hour.56
The largest interaction effect reported in table 10 is the interaction
between export share and energy use. A 10 percentage point increase
53. This calculationis the productof the estimatedcoefficient,0.000235, the change
in the importpenetrationratiounderconsideration,0. 10, andthe differencein plantsizes
underconsideration,4,950.
54. This calculationis the productof the estimatedcoefficient,0.000083, the change
in the exportpenetrationratiounderconsideration,0. 10, andthe differencein plantsizes
underconsideration,4,950.
55. Freemanand Medoff (1984); and Podgursky(1986).
56. Thiscalculationis theproductof theestimatedcoefficient,- 0.0000002, thechange
in uniondensity underconsideration,10, and the differencein plantsizes underconsideration,4,950. As notedearlier,unionsmayhavean importanteffect on within-plantwage
dispersion.In regressionresultsnot reportedhere, we investigatedthe relationshipbetween
industry-levelunionizationratesand industrylevel-measuresof within-plantwage dispersion (generatedby the methoddescribedunder "Between-Plantand Within-PlantComponentsof Manufacturing
WageDispersion").We considerednumerousspecificationsthat
allowedfor differentcombinationsof yeareffects, industryeffects, tradevariables,workforcecompositionvariables,and plantcompositionvariables.We foundno evidencethat
uniondensityhas a statisticallysignificanteffect on within-plantwage dispersionin any
of our regressionspecifications,althoughseveralof the othervariableswere significantly
relatedto within-plantdispersion.
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in the export share is estimated to increase the production worker wage
differential between plants with low energy costs (less than 1 percent
of sales) and plants with high energy costs (greater than 5 percent of
sales) by $0.40 per hour.57 For nonproduction workers, this same conceptual experiment is estimated to increase the energy cost wage differential by $0.34 per hour. In both cases, the effects are modest relative
to observed increases in plant-wage differentials over this time interval.
We stress that these effects are by far the largest ones in the table.
In sum, these results indicate that changing patterns of trade and
unionization played a small role in recent changes in the plant-wage
structure. To restate the point, neither trade nor union effects appear
to account for much of the rise in between-plant wage dispersion or the
size-wage differential. Conceivably, a careful treatment of potential
simultaneity and measurement problems associated with our trade and
union variables might yield different inferences, but the results in table
10 are fully consistent with the other evidence in this paper that neither
trade shocks nor deunionization explain the growth of wage dispersion.
One expects the impact of changing trade and (private sector) unionization patterns on the wage structure to be even smaller outside of the
manufacturing sector. As a caveat, we note that the results in table 10
do not speak to the issue of whether trade growth caused important
changes in the distribution of employment across plants with different
characteristics. We leave this issue for future research.

Conclusion
To conclude, we summarize the central results and main conclusions
to emerge from the research in this paper.
First, between-plant wage dispersion is a large component of overall
wage dispersion. Over one-half of the total wage variance in the U.S.
manufacturing sector is accounted for by the dispersion in mean wages
across plants. In addition, between-plant dispersion accounts for 48
57. This calculationis the productof the estimatedcoefficienton the dummyvariable
for energycosts less than 1 percentof sales, - 4.089, and the changein the exportshare
underconsideration,0. 10.
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percent of the growth in overall manufacturing wage dispersion from
1975 to 1986.
Second, there are striking differences across production and nonproduction workers in the relative contributions of between-plant and
within-plant components to overall wage dispersion and to the growth
in overall wage dispersion. For production workers, between-plant dispersion accounts for most of the cross-sectional dispersion at any point
in time and for more than 90 percent of the time-series increases from
1975 to 1986. In contrast, for nonproduction workers, within-plant
wage dispersion accounts for most of the cross-sectional dispersion and
for most of the time-series increase in cross-sectional dispersion. These
findings cast strong doubt on the view that rising wage inequality reflects
the weakening of social norms that constrain wage dispersion within
the firm. This view implies rising within-plant inequality for both types
of workers, an implication sharply at odds with the virtual absence of
rising within-plant wage inequality for production workers. These findings also cast doubt on the view that deunionization played a significant
role in rising wage inequality, since deunionization would seem to imply
disproportionate increases in within-plant inequality for production
workers.
Third, between-plant dispersion is not due simply to random effects
or unobserved plant characteristics. Over half of between-plant wage
dispersion in a given year can be accounted for by basic plant characteristics such as industry, size, age, region, ownership type, degree
of product specialization, energy costs, and capital intensity. Furthermore, these plant characteristics account for over two-thirds of the timeseries increase in between-plant dispersion among production workers
and a large fraction of the increase among nonproduction workers.
Fourth, the most important plant characteristic in terms of its ability
to explain wage dispersion is plant size. Rising size-wage differentials
explain about 40 percent of the overall rise in between-plant wage
dispersion for production workers over the 1963 to 1986 time period.
The production worker wage differential between plants with more than
5,000 employees and plants with 20 to 49 employees rose from $3.53
an hour (1982 dollars) in 1963 to $6.31 an hour in 1986. A noteworthy
aspect of the time-series increase in size-wage differentials is that it
accompanies a marked leftward shift in the distribution of employment
and hours worked by plant size.
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Fifth, a direct investigation into the impact of changing industry
patterns of unionization and international trade revealed little role for
deunionization and trade growth in accounting for changes in the manufacturing sector's plant-wage structure. Furthermore, we found no
evidence that cross-sectional and time-series variation in industry-level
union density is associated with variation in within-plant wage dispersion. We also note that any product demand shift explanation, whether
or not based on trade factors, is difficult to reconcile with the shift in
the distribution of hours worked toward small plants and the relative
increase in average work-force quality at large plants in the manufacturing sector.
Combining these findings with the findings of previous research discussed in the introduction points toward skill-biased technical change
as the major driving force behind rising wage inequality in the United
States. Skill-biased technical change stories can explain the rising skill
differential, the rising size-wage differential, the shift toward modes
of production that more intensively utilize nonproduction labor inputs,
observed shifts in the distribution of hours worked and employment by
plant size, steady relative demand growth for more experienced and
more educated workers, the steady growth in wage inequality within
experience-education-gender groups, and the age-neutral character of
rising within-group wage inequality.
Naturally, there are caveats to these interpretations of our results,
especially regarding our conclusion that changing trade patterns played
little role in the evolution of the plant-wage structure or the rise in wage
inequality. Our conclusion on trade effects is essentially a statement
that shifts in relative product demand across plants and across industries
within manufacturing have not been a major driving force behind rising
wage inequality or the other phenomena documented in this paper.
Shifting trade patterns may have played important roles through channels other than shifts in relative product demand across plants and
industries within manufacturing. One potentially important consequence of weakening barriers to international trade is production outsourcing of intermediategoods that are low-skill labor intensive. Increased
outsourcing is consistent with our key findings. For example, suppose
large plants initially produced both intermediate and final goods, and
that intermediate goods are low-skill intensive. Then outsourcing of
intermediate goods produced at large plants could lead to an increase
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in the size-wage differential, an increase in the skill-wage differential,
downsizing of large manufacturing plants, and increased average labor
quality at large plants. Another potentially important aspect of shifting
trade patterns that we have not investigated involves changes in the
structure of wages between the manufacturing and the nonmanufacturing sectors of the economy.58 More generally, since our empirical analysis is restricted to the manufacturing sector, factors outside of
manufacturing that influence wages within manufacturing are neglected.
Evaluating these links between changing trade patterns and the wage
structure requires further research.

Appendix A: Data
The LRD is a comprehensive probability sample of establishments
in U. S. manufacturing industries. An establishment is defined as a single
physical location engaged in manufacturing activity. The LRD is basically a series of contiguous five-year panels with annual survey data
on manufacturing establishments, plus census-year data on the universe
of manufacturing establishments. Census years in the LRD are 1963,
1967, 1972, 1977, and 1982. Annual data are available from 1972
onward. From the census-year universe, the bureau draws a sample of
establishments which are then surveyed during five successive years.
This five-year panel, which commences two years after a census year,
comprises the sample of establishments that make up the Annual Survey
of Manufactures (ASM). New establishments are added to the panel as
it ages to incorporate births and to preserve the representative character
of the panel. In 1977 the ASM sample included roughly 70,000 of the
360,000 establishments in manufacturing industries. These sampled
establishments accounted for 76 percent of manufacturing employment.
The only manufacturing establishments excluded from the sampling
frame of the ASM are those with fewer than five employees. These
establishments account for 1 percent of manufacturing employment,
based on tabulations from either the Census of Manufactures or County
Business Patterns.
For census years (1963, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982), we used the com58. Murphy and Welch (1991).
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plete census for our tabulations and analysis. For the selected noncensus years (1975, 1979, 1984, and 1986), we used the ASM sample
and the given sample weights to make tabulations comparable. Some
establishments were excluded from the analysis. First, we excluded
establishments with industry codes outside of manufacturing. Second,
we excluded establishments in a year that did not have positive economic
activity (that is, nonzero shipments, employment, and hours). After
these restrictions the number of establishments in the sample (a census
year) is 327,143 in 1982 and 52,323 in 1986 (an ASM year). For
analysis involving production (nonproduction) workers, an establishment was excluded in any year in which the mean plant hourly wage
for production (nonproduction) workers was less than 75 percent of the
minimum wage or more than 250 in 1982 dollars. For production workers, these criteria resulted in the exclusion of 5.5 percent of the establishments in 1982 and 0.4 percent of the establishments in 1986. In
terms of hours worked, these criteria resulted in the exclusion of 1.7
percent of hours in 1982 and 0.3 percent of hours in 1986.
The mean production worker hourly wage is constructed for each
plant by dividing total wages for production workers by total production
worker hours, where both data items are reported in the LRD. In the
LRD, total wages means salaries, wages, commissions, dismissal pay,
paid bonuses, vacation and sick leave pay, and the cash equivalent of
compensation paid in kind. Salaries and wages do not include supplementary labor costs such as employer's social security contributions,
other legally required expenditures, or payments for voluntary employer
programs such as health insurance.
For nonproduction workers, data limitations required a different procedure. Reported data items in the LRD include nonproduction worker
employment for mid-March and total annual wages (defined as above).
Annual nonproduction worker hours are not available in the LRD. To
estimate them, we first generated annual hours per nonproduction worker
for the CPS by two-digit industry. We then estimated nonproduction
worker hours as the product of nonproductionworker employment (LRD)
and the annual hours per nonproduction worker in the industry (CPS).
Some of the establishment-level data in the LRD is imputed. For all
establishments, Internal Revenue Service and Social Security Administration information is typically available for name, address, payroll,
employment, gross business receipts, and industry; these data items are
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generally not imputed. Accordingly, the measures we use based upon
this information are quite reliable. For this paper, our measures of size
(average and current), age, region, ownership type, and industry fall
into this category.59 Imputation procedures for missing data items are
based on industry average ratios of the missing item to payroll and
sales.
Data for administrative record (AR) cases are based entirely on information from the IRS and SSA. AR cases are small establishments,
typically with fewer than five employees, that have been excused from
filing census forms. All data items other than those from IRS and SSA
records are imputed for AR cases. These cases account for only 3 to 4
percent of total manufacturing employment in a typical census year.
Also, recall that there are no AR cases in the ASM sample.
Establishments other than AR cases can also have some data imputed
in census or ASM years. The need for imputation results from differences in filing requirements across establishments (some small establishments get abbreviated forms to reduce filing burdens) and the failure
of some firms to fully report on all data items. Small establishments
receive less attention than large establishments in terms of edits and
follow-ups for missing data. If a large plant fails to report an item, the
census is likely to contact the plant to obtain the information. The nature
and extent of imputation bias is the focus of current research at the
Center for Economic Studies at the Bureau of the Census.
Imputation and related missing data problems potentially generate a
systematic bias in our calculated size-wage differentials. Small establishments are more likely to have imputed data and, since imputation
is based on average industry ratios, estimated wages for small plants
will be biased upward. Also there are a number of plants that report
zero nonproduction workers. This reporting pattern seems to be related
to two distinct phenomena. First, some small plants lump nonproduction
workers together with production workers. Since nonproduction worker
wages are on average higher, this reporting pattern will bias upward
the wages of small plants. Second, some multiunits firms appear to
report nonproduction worker employment at auxiliary and administrative manufacturing plants rather than at the production plants. Since
59. The age variableis based upon the first appearanceof the establishmentin the
manufacturing
universe-that is, the firstcensus year thatthe establishmentappears.
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the auxiliary plants are not included in the LRD, this reporting pattern
generates a downward bias in the wages for nonproduction workers at
large plants. In sum, there are several factors that seem to work in the
same direction of generating a downward bias in our calcuated sizewage differential. We believe that these biases are small.

Appendix B: Measurement Error and the Wage Variance
Decomposition
Previous investigations of measurement error in the earnings data
from household surveys like the CPS find significant mean reversion.
In other words, the covariance between the measurement error in earnings and true earnings is negative.60 Unfortunately, the results in these
previous studies are not directly applicable to our decomposition of the
wage variance into between-plant and within-plant components because
of differences in the sampling frame, the compensation measures considered, and the experimental design underlying earlier measurement
error studies. To the best of our knowledge, there are no data sets with
matched employer and worker observations on hourly earnings that are
close analogs to the LRD and CPS data used in this study.
The most comparable data set appears to be a special supplement to
the January 1977 CPS. In this supplement, a subset of the regular CPS
interviewees were queried for the name and address of their employer.
Employers were then contacted and asked an identical set of questions
about individual workers' wages and other items. From the matched
data, one can construct employer and worker measures of usual hourly
earnings based on a direct question for hourly wage earners and based
on typical hours per week and earnings per week for other workers.
These data differ from the CPS and LRD data used in this study in
several respects: the method for constructing hourly earnings, the apparently much greater noise in the CPS supplement data on wages than
in the CPS March files, and the absence of any careful consistency
checks and other edits in the employer responses to wages and other

60. See Mellow and Sider (1983); Duncan and Hill (1985); Bound and others (1989);
and Bound and Krueger (1989).
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items. See Mellow and Sider for a fuller description of the data and
sample design.61
Using the January 1977 CPS supplement, we estimated the sign and
magnitude of the measurement error component in square brackets on
the right side of equation (6) for manufacturing production workers.
The data set contains 638 observations on manufacturing production
workers. We deleted eleven observations because either the employeror worker-reported hourly wage was less than 75 percent of the minimum wage or greater than $250 an hour. We deleted five additional
observations because of large discrepancies between employer and worker
responses that were obviously due to employer-response error. Such
errors would be unlikely to survive the data checks used in the development of the LRD.
Using the remaining 622 observations, we computed the measurement error component in equation (6) and the total variance of workerreported hourly wages. The measurement error component was negative, indicating mean reversion, and equal to about 10 percent of the
variance in worker-reported wages. If these results are representative
of the measurement error structure in the March CPS and LRD data,
then our results in table 2 understate the relative importance of withinplant wage dispersion. There is little reason, however, to think that
measurement error seriously biases the time-series changes reported in
table 3.
Another potentially important source of measurement error in our
between-plant, within-plant decomposition pertains only to nonproduction workers. The LRD does not contain plant-level information on
hours worked per nonproduction worker. We used two different methods to impute hours per nonproduction worker in estimating plant-level
hourly wages for nonproduction workers. In the first method, we computed average annual hours per nonproduction worker by two-digit
industry from the March CPS files. We then applied this figure to plantlevel observations on annual earnings and nonproduction worker employment in the LRD to estimate plant-level hourly earnings for nonproduction workers. This method underlies all results in "The Role of
Observable Plant Characteristics" and "Further Investigation of the
Plant-Wage Structure," except the industry-level regressions discussed
61. Mellow and Sider(1983).
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in footnote 55. Computed in this way, mean hourly earnings for nonproduction workers in the LRD typically exceed mean hourly earnings
in the CPS by 10 to 30 percent. (For production workers, where no
hours imputation is necessary, the discrepancy is only about 3 percent.)
Furthermore, this first method often led to individual industry-level
estimates of within-plant wage variance that were negative.
To address this difficulty, we used a second method to impute hours
per nonproduction worker when carrying out the variance decomposition in "Between-Plant and Within-Plant Components of Manufacturing
Wage Dispersion." First, for each two-digit industry we computed the
ratio of mean hourly wages in the LRD to mean hourly wages in the
CPS for production workers. Then, we chose hours per nonproduction
worker in each two-digit industry, so that the implied ratio of LRD to
CPS mean hourly wages matched the corresponding ratio for production
workers. This method gave sensible industry-level estimates for withinplant wage dispersion. Only one estimate (out of 132) was negative.
All results in " Between-Plant and Within-Plant Components" are based
on this imputation method.
Applying the imputed figure for hours per nonproduction worker to
plant-level observations on nonproduction worker employment and wage
bill yields an estimate for VBP.If unmeasured cross-plant variation in
hours per nonproduction worker is unrelated to mean plant wages, this
procedure introduces an upward bias in the estimated VBPand, hence,
a downward bias in V'wp.This bias is reinforced (mitigated or reversed),
if plants that pay relatively high hourly wages to nonproduction workers
also have relatively high (low) hours per nonproduction worker. Using
all manufacturing nonproduction workers in the January 1977 CPS supplement, we find a zero correlation between worker-reported wages and
employer-reported hours and a weak positive correlation between employer-reported wages and worker-reportedhours. Taken together, these
observations indicate that our inability to measure plant-level variation
in hours per nonproduction worker leads to an upward bias in the
estimated VBPand a downward bias in Vwp.

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by Lawrence F. Katz: Steve Davis and John Haltiwanger
have written an excellent paper that greatly expands our knowledge of
changes in the U.S. wage structure over the last twenty-five years.
Previous research using household data from the Current Population
Survey (CPS) has convincingly documented that overall wage inequality
increased substantially from the late 1960s to the late 1980s and that
much of this increase is accounted for by a steady expansion in wage
dispersion within detailed education-experience-gender groups. This
CPS-based research has raised the question of the extent to which rising
wage inequality represents changes in firms' internal wage structures
(that is, rising within-plant wage dispersion) as opposed to increases
in wage differentials between establishments. Davis and Haltiwanger
combine plant-level wage data from the Longitudinal Research Datafile
(LRD) with individual-level wage data from the CPS to shed light on
this and other issues concerning changes in the wage structure in U.S.
manufacturing.
Davis and Haltiwanger first document that wage inequality has increased substantially inside U.S. manufacturing since 1975 and has
expanded greatly among production workers in manufacturing. They
then present two important new findings: a substantial part of increased
wage dispersion in manufacturing reflects increased between-plant wage
dispersion and the between-plant component explains the vast majority
of increased wage dispersion for production workers; and wage differentials by plant size increased sharply from 1967 to 1986, and these
rising size-wage differentials explain a large fraction of rising betweenplant wage dispersion for production workers. Furthermore, they estimate that the majority of the increase in wage dispersion for non181
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production workers occurred within plants. They conclude that the view
that skill-biased technical change is the key factor behind rising U.S.
wage inequality is consistent with these findings concerning changes
in the wage structure in manufacturing and with the finding that the
manufacturing sector has experienced skill upgrading that is more pronounced in large plants.
In this comment, I address three issues related to the Davis-Haltiwanger
analysis. First, I discuss some data issues that indicate that there may be
important inconsistencies in the data on nonproduction workers in the
CPS and in the LRD. These data problems mean one needs to be cautious
in interpreting the decomposition of changes in wage dispersion for
nonproduction workers presented by Davis and Haltiwanger. Second, I
argue that product demand shifts not confined to changes within the manufacturing sector and the outsourcing of productionjobs to other countries
may be an important part of the story of rising wage inequality in manufacturing.Finally, I show how data on internationaldifferences in changes
in the wage structure can complement the analysis of Davis and Haltiwanger and help sort out the importance of product demand shifts, relative
skill supply changes, skill-biased technological change, and institutional
factors in explaining wage structurechanges.

Data Issues
An important issue that arises in combining data from the LRD and
the CPS to look at manufacturing employees is that the two data sets
cover different sampling universes. The LRD data set used by Davis
and Haltiwanger provides information on workers at production facilities. The CPS data include workers at both production facilities and
nonproduction units (for example, corporate headquarters and other
administrative units) and do not allow one to distinguish whether workers are employed at production or at nonproduction establishments.
Although this discrepancy in coverage does not create much problem
for analyzing production workers, it makes it quite difficult to interpret
inferences concerning within- and between-plant changes in wages for
nonproduction workers made using the Davis and Haltiwanger methodology.
The basic problem is that the measure of between-plant wage dis-
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persion for the LRD is for nonproduction workers at production facilities, but the overall measure of wage dispersion for nonproduction
workers from the CPS includes nonproduction workers at both production and administrative (nonproduction) units. Davis and Haltiwanger
estimate within-plant wage variance for nonproduction workers as a
residual given by the difference between the overall wage variance for
nonproduction workers from the CPS and the between-plant wage variance from the LRD. The problem with this approach is that it neither
generates a measure of overall within-plant variance for nonproduction
workers nor a measure of within-plant variance for the subset of nonproduction workers employed at production facilities, but it generates
a hybrid measure containing both within- and between-establishment
components of wage variance.
More formally, the variance of wages for nonproduction workers in
manufacturing computed from the CPS can be decomposed as
vn =

Vnn + (1-8)VnP
(Vnn +

+ 6(1-8)(Wnn

Vnn) + (1-6)(Vnbp

-

Wnp)2

+ Vnp) + 8(1-

)(W'i

-

Wnp)2,

where 8 denotes the share of employment of nonproduction workers in
administrative (nonproduction) units, Vnndenotes the variance of wages
of nonproduction workers in administrative units, VnPdenotes the variance of wages of nonproduction workers in production facilities,
Wnnis the mean wage of nonproduction workers in administrative units,
Vnnis the variance of mean nonproduction worker wages across nonproduction establishments, Vnn is the mean variance of nonproduuction
worker wages within nonproduction establishments, and the remaining
terms denote analogous qualities for nonproduction workers in production facilities. The Davis-Haltiwanger measure of "within-plant" variance of wages for nonproduction workers (Vn*) is given by
vn*
up

vn =8(Vn

vnp
bp
+ Vnn) + (1-8)VVnwp + 8(1 -8)(Wnn

-

Wnp)2

Vnp

np

where VI'is estimated from the CPS and Vbp is estimated from the LRD.
Changes in this residual wage dispersion measure will not only pick up
changes in within-plant dispersion for nonproduction workers at production facilities but will also pick up within- and between-plant changes
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for nonproduction workers at administrative units and changes in the
wage gap between nonproduction workers at administrative units and
at production facilities. Since the relative compensation of executives
and professionals that are likely to be employed at administrative units
has increased greatly in the 1980s, between-plant changes between
administrative units and production units could be important.
The potential practical significance of the problems in decomposing wage variance for nonproduction workers following the DavisHaltiwanger approach depends on the magnitude of 8, the share of
nonproduction workers in the CPS that are not captured by the LRD
sampling universe. I have attempted to assess the magnitude of 8 by
calculating the share of nonproduction workers in total employment in
manufacturing using both the CPS and the Annual Survey of Manufacturers (the aggregate data from the LRD) for 1979. Tabulations using
the full-year outgoing rotation groups for the CPS in 1979 indicate that
32.7 percent of all manufacturing workers were nonproduction workers
while the analogous figure for the ASM is 26.4 percent.62 If we assume
that both the CPS and LRD cover all production workers, this implies
that 35.9 percent of all the nonproduction workers in the CPS are missed
by the LRD. This implies an estimate of 8 of about 0.36 and suggests
that unmeasured systematic differences in wage movements in administrative units and production facilities could greatly affect the DavisHaltiwanger estimate of within-plant wage dispersion for nonproduction
workers. The likelihood of this type of discrepancy is highlighted by
the fact that the nonproduction/production worker relative wage ratio
increased sharply in the CPS and did not increase much at all in the
ASM-LRD data from the late 1970s to 1986.63
I conclude that the discrepancies in the sampling frames for the CPS
and LRD make decomposition of wage variance changes for nonproduction workers and for all manufacturing workers quite difficult to
interpret. Davis and Haltiwanger present convincing evidence that increases in between-plant wage dispersion are important for production
workers. However, their estimates of the importance of changes in

62. All workers in manufacturing working in professional and technical, managerial
and administrative, clerical, sales, and service occupations were designated nonproduction
workers in the tabulation from the CPS.
63. Bound, Griliches, and Berman (1990).
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between-plant and within-plant dispersion for nonproduction workers
are quite questionable and likely to overestimate substantially the importance of within-plant dispersion changes.
A further data issue raises some questions about the findings presented in the final sections of the Davis and Haltiwanger paper concerning changes in the structure of average hourly wage rates across
plants for nonproduction workers. This issue involves the procedure
used by Davis and Haltiwanger to calculate hourly wages for nonproduction workers. The LRD data do not include measures of hours worked
or hourly wages for nonproduction workers. They only contain information on annual payroll for nonproduction workers and a measure of
the total employment of nonproduction workers at a single point in time
during the year. Davis and Haltiwanger compute hourly wages for
nonproduction workers by imputing annual hours worked by industry
for nonproduction workers using March CPS data. The problem with
this approach is that workers with unemployment and other part-year
workers are included in the calculation of average hours for nonproduction workers in an industry. Since the LRD employment data give
employment at a point in time (a proxy for the average level of employment during the year) and not the total number of workers who
worked in the industry during the year, the Davis-Haltiwanger approach
underestimates annual hours worked by nonproduction workers in the
industry. This underestimate of annual hours generates a severe overestimate of average hourly wages that is illustrated by the fact (noted
by Davis and Haltiwanger in their appendix B) that the estimated hourly
wage rates for nonproduction workers in the LRD are 10 to 30 percent
higher than those in the CPS. This is quite surprising given the LRD
is missing the high-paid workers in corporate headquarters and administrative units that are picked up in the CPS. An alternative approach
to imputing average annual hours is to use fifty-two times the usual
average weekly hours of nonproduction workers in manufacturing in
the CPS outgoing rotation groups. I have found that this procedure
yields average hourly wages for nonproduction workers that are quite
comparable to the CPS. Since the bias in the Davis-Haltiwanger measure
of hourly wages for nonproduction workers will vary by industry and
over time, the unknown properties of this bias mean one must be cautious in interpreting any of their findings concerning the structure of
average hourly wages by plant for nonproduction workers.
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In summary, the findings of Davis and Haltiwanger concerning changes
in the wage structure for nonproduction workers are suspect because
of data inconsistencies between the CPS and LRD and because of an
inappropriate approach taken to imputing hourly wage rates in the LRD.
Their results concerning the wages of production workers are not subject
to these criticisms and represent the important contribution of their
paper.

Alternative Interpretationsof Changes in the Wage Structure in
Manufacturing
Davis and Haltiwanger argue that skill-biased technical change in
the manufacturing sector provides a coherent explanation for sharp
increases in overall wage inequality and in wage differentials by skill
and plant-size and for a substantial rise in the share of more-educated
and skilled workers employed in manufacturing. Although this is a
plausible story, they present no persuasive direct evidence of this type
of technical change. Davis and Haltiwanger mention in their conclusion
that an explanation based on increased "outsourcing" (in which portions of industry production are sent to other countries) is also potentially consistent with their results. Borjas, Freeman, and Katz find that
increases in import penetration and shifts in employment toward nonproduction workers were positively correlated for four-digit manufacturing industries over the 1960 to 1985 period.64 This finding would be
directly predicted by an outsourcing explanation and is a bit more
difficult to reconcile with an explanation focusing on skill-biased technical change.
An alternative explanation emphasizes the role of product demand
shifts toward more skill-intensive industries outside the manufacturing
sector. Davis and Haltiwanger find little evidence in favor of explanations for rising skill differentials that emphasize between-industry
shifts in product demand within the manufacturing sector. However,
the share of employment in manufacturing fell drastically in the United
States during the 1970s and 1980s. Employment also shifted steadily
over this period into industries employing more highly educated work64. Borjas, Freeman, and Katz (1991).
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ers. These changes suggest that labor-demand shifts outside the manufacturing sector and between manufacturingand the rest of the economy
could be an important part of an explanation. In fact, Katz and Murphy
estimate that both between-industry and within-industry shifts in labor
demand have played significant roles in increasing the relative demand
for more educated workers since the late 1960s.65 Between-industry
shifts in labor demand could be associated with product-demand shifts
across industries, shifts in net international trade, or with differences
in factor-neutral total productivity growth across sectors. Withinindustry shifts in labor demand can be generated by skill-biased technical change or by outsourcing. The increase in the relative employment
of highly skilled workers within detailed manufacturing industries and
individual manufacturing plants despite the increase in the relative price
of highly skilled workers indicates that some role for a relative demand
shift arising from skill-biased technological changes or outsourcing is
needed. The findings of Katz and Murphy on measured-demand shifts
combined with the findings of Davis and Haltiwanger offer an explanation for rising skill differentials in manufacturing that should emphasize relative demand shifts arising from product market shifts against
industries employing less-skilled workers combined with a role for
either skill-biased technical change or outsourcing.

InternationalDifferences in Changes in the Structure of Wages
Davis and Haltiwanger have helped shed light on alternative explanations for changes in the U. S. wage structure by adding information
from establishment-level data to the existing stock of knowledge based
on household data. A complementary approach to evaluating different
hypotheses is to expand the number of observations by adding information on changes in wage structures in other advanced industrial economies. An explanation based on skill-biased technological change implies
that changes in the wage structure similar to the United States should
also have occurred in other countries, such as Japan and Canada, that
are likely to have been similarly affected by technological advances.
Differences in changes across countries can also help illuminate the
65. Katz and Murphy (1990).
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importance of labor market institutions and of trade and other product
market shifts in affecting wage structure changes.
Existing studies provide some information on international differences in overall changes in wage structure across countries. Katz and
Revenga find that Japan had almost no increase in education differentials
in the 1980s and only a small increase in overall wage dispersion for
males.66 Since Japan also ran a large trade surplus and maintained a
steady share of employment in manufacturing over this period, the much
smaller increase in skill differentials in Japan than in the United States
is suggestive of an important role of product market shifts and the trade
deficit in explaining the sharp rise in U.S. skill differentials in the
1980s. Freeman and Needles present evidence that Canada also had a
much more moderate increase in the college-high school wage differential and in overall wage inequality than the United States in the
1980s.67 Freeman and Needles conclude that differences in growth rate
in the relative supply of more-educated workers and differences in U.S.
and Canadian wage-setting institutions (for example, the stable and
high unionization rate in Canada versus the low and declining unionization rate in the United States) help explain divergent wage structure
patterns in the United States and Canada. Finally, both Great Britain
and France experienced sharp declines in manufacturing employment
in the 1980s. Great Britain experienced tremendous increases in skill
differentials and wage dispersion in the 1980s,while France experienced
almost no increase in wage inequality.68 Increased wage dispersion in
Britain coincided with sharply declining unionization, while a relatively
stable French wage structure coincided with a high and pervasive minimum wage and a policy of contract extensions that prevented the relative wages of the unskilled from falling significantly, despite substantial
employment declines.
These international differences suggest that relative demand shifts
from product market shifts and from skill-biased technical changes have
created economic pressures toward increased skill differentials throughout countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, but the extent to which these pressures translate into wage
66. Katz and Revenga (1989).
67. Freeman and Needles (1991).
68. Katz and Loveman (1990).
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structurechanges is likely to dependgreatlyon the natureof a country's
wage-settinginstitutions.The extentto whichthe substantialdivergence
in wage structurechange across countriesin the 1980s is explained by
differences in shocks as opposed to differences in institutions is an
importanttopic for future researchand could be greatly facilitated by
internationalcomparativeworkthatfollowed the fruitfulapproachtaken
by Davis and Haltiwangerof linking householdand establishmentdata
on wage structures.
Comment by Robert Topel: Steve Davis and John Haltiwangerhave
produceda good and informativepaper,based on a tremendousamount
of dataand analysis. In a nutshell, the paperuses largely untappeddata
on wages and employment at manufacturingplants to shed light on
competing theories of rising wage inequality in the United States. In
the end, they lean toward skill-biased technical change as the most
plausible explanationfor rising wage differences between skilled and
less-skilled workers. Like Davis and Haltiwanger, I find that explanationattractive.Yet I don't thinkthattheirevidence (or anyoneelse's,
so far) is definitive on the reason for rising wage inequality.
Analysis of employmentand earningrecords for individualsin the
CurrentPopulationSurveys (CPS) yields several importantfacts about
the evolution of wages and employmentin the United States. The one
emphasizedby Davis andHaltiwangeris thatmeasuredwage inequality
has risen dramaticallysince 1970. While the real wage of the median
workerhas remainednearlyconstantsince 1973, real wages of persons
in the first decile of the wage distributionhave fallen by about 20
percent. These "price" movementsare a useful point of departurefor
this paper, but they are only half the story. Conformabledataon quantities establish that changes in relative labor demandsfor skilled and
less-skilled workers are at work: employment, participation,and unemploymenthave remainedstable for personswith wages in the upper
half of the wage distribution,but unemploymentand withdrawalfrom
the laborforce have risen substantiallyamongless-skilled workers,for
whom wages have been falling. The combinationof these facts is importantto keep in mind:The issue is not whetherthe relative demands
for skilled and unskilled people have changed-they did-but rather
what caused them to change.
Given this background,Davis and Haltiwangerconsiderfour poten-
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tial explanationsfor rising inequality. They are (1) changes in labor
demandgeneratedby skill-biasedtechnicalchange;(2) changesin labor
demand owing to importantcompetition in goods producedby lessskilled workers;(3) changingsocial norms;and (4) decliningunionism.
Explanations(1) and (2) are demandbased, and so they are potentially
consistent with the price and quantity movements mentioned above.
Points (3) and (4) have much different predictions about changes in
relative quantities, however.
The key hypothesisunderlyingthe social normsand unionismrationales is that, in earliertimes, social or unionpressureforced employers
to compress the distributionof wages relative to the distributionof
productivities.As a result, less-skilled people earnedrents. Removing
these constraints is like eliminating a tax on employing less-skilled
persons. Their wages should fall (which they did), but without any
changesin demand,the employmentof less-skilled personsshouldrise.
Since there is no doubt that employmentopportunitiesfor less-skilled
people have deteriorated,I think that these explanationscan be ruled
out from the start. In light of this, the remainderof my commentswill
focus on hypotheses (1) and (2), though there may be other, unstated,
explanationsthat also generate changes in relative labor demandsby
skill group. The relevantquestionis, Canwe distinguishbetweencompeting demand-basedtheories of rising inequality?I think we can, but
I'm not convinced that Davis and Haltiwangerhave done it.
The LongitudinalResearchDatafile(LRD)used in the papercontains
a menuof informationon the characteristicsof sampledplants, ranging
from size (here, the numberof employees) to capital intensity. Given
the necessity of demand-basedexplanationsfor rising inequality, what
can these data tell us? From my reading, Davis and Haltiwangerhave
identified seven majorfindings from the LRD and related data:
-Interindustry wage differentials. Using available controls for individual characteristicsin the CPS and plant characteristicsfrom the
LRD, Davis and Haltiwanger find that the unexplained variance in
industrywage differentialsis risingin the CPS (after1975) butdeclining
in the LRD. In the LRD, they find a very sharpdecline in the unexplained varianceof industrywages between 1967 and 1972. They also
concludethatobservableplantcharacteristicsexplainsubstantiallymore
of interindustrywage differentialsthan do the usual observablesabout
individualsthat are available in survey data.
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-Firm size for a typical worker.Accordingto calculationsby Davis
and Haltiwanger, the size of the firm in which a typical employee
works-the coworkermean, in theirlanguage-has fallen dramatically
since the 1960s. The largest componentof this fall occurs between the
manufacturingcensus years of 1967 and 1972. In fact, the numberof
coworkers in the typical manufacturingworker's plant has remained
fairly stable since 1972, afterfalling by about30 percentin the previous
five years.
-Increased skill intensity in manufacturing.The ratio of skilled to
less-skilled workers in the manufacturingsector has increased more
rapidlythan in the work force as a whole.
-Wage dispersion among productionand nonproductionworkers.
Most of the overall dispersion in productionworkerwages is between
plant;thereis substantialhomogeneityin wages for workersin the same
plant. In contrast,most of the variancein nonproductionworkerwages
is within plant, indicating substantiallymore heterogeneityof "nonproduction" activities. Similarly, over time, nearly all of the growth
in the dispersionof productionworkerwages is accountedfor by growth
in between-plant differences, while rising within-plantvariance accountsfor most of the increasein wage inequalityamongnonproduction
workers.
-Increasing effects of firm size on wages. Workersin large firms
earnmore. This is truefor bothproductionandnonproductionworkers.
Starting around 1967, the relationshipbetween firm size and wages
increasedsteadily over time. The effects of firmsize are reducedafter
controllingfor variousobservablecharacteristicsof plantsandworkers,
but the trend is still there.
-Effects of observableplant characteristicson wage dispersion. A
regressiondecompositionshows that changes in the distributionof observablecharacteristics
(X)acrossplantshadverylittleimpacton betweenplant wage inequality. In contrast, the implicit "prices" of those observables (13)changed substantially, accounting for two-thirdsof the
increase in wages between the first and ninth deciles of the wage distribution.Among these, changingplantsize is by farthe most important
observable, accountingfor 40 percent of the overall change.
-Effects of internationaltradeon wages. Changesin industryshares
of imports or exports appear to have very small effects on relative
industrywages. These variablesare also unsuccessfulin explainingthe
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increase in the relationshipbetween wage and plant size, mentioned
above.
Based on these points, Davis andHaltiwangerrejectproduct-specific
demandshifts, including those generatedby changing patternsof internationaltrade, as importantfactors in explaining rising wage inequalityin theUnitedStates.Points2 and3-declining firmsize combined
with rising quality of the work force in large plants-are key to this
conclusion: if productdemand shifts favor skill-intensive goods, and
those are producedin large plants, then averageplant size should have
risen. Instead, it fell dramatically.I think their conclusion about the
importanceof technicalchange is probablyright, but I am unpersuaded
by their evidence.
One reason for my doubts is shown in figure 4B, which shows a
stunning(nearly 30 percent) decline in average firm size in manufacturingbetween 1967 and 1972, followed by fluctuationsabout a fairly
stable mean. The "coworker mean" statistic shown in the figure is a
measureof averagefirm size that weights each plantby its own size in
calculatinga mean, analogousto length-biasedsamplingin the analysis
of durationdata. As it turnsout, there is a fixed relationshipbetween
the coworkermean(the numberof workersin the typicalworker'splant)
and the average size of all plants. The relationshipis

Mc= mf(l +

s2),

where mc is the coworkermean, mf is the unweightedaverage size of
a plant, and s2 is the squaredcoefficient of variationof (unweighted)
plant size.
It is clear from this equation that errors in measuringthe size of
individualplants will increasemc by increasingthe measuredvariance
of plant size. In light of this, it troublesme thatthere is an almostexact
relationshipbetween mc and the estimatedstandarddeviation of plant
size across workers,as illustratedin figure4B. I would not be surprised
if mf is nearlyconstantthroughtime. Add to this the fact that 1967 and
1972 are census years in which sampling proceduresand definitions
can be revised, and the potentialfor greatermeasurementerrorin plant
size before 1972 is obvious. My fear is that the intercensusdecline in
the coworker mean is largely an illusion. Two related points about
measurementerrorarealso worthmaking.First, decliningmeasurement
errormay accountfor the sharpincreasein the firm-sizewage premium
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that is documented in the paper. Second, if the 1967-72 decline in m,
results from errors in measuring firm size, the unexplained variance in
industry wage differentials should decline sharply because firm size is
an explanatory variable for these regressions. Figure 2 shows a large
decline in unexplained variance between 1967 and 1972.
Even if the decline in firm size is real, its connection to technical
change and rising wage inequality is tenuous. Virtually all of the decline
in measured firm size occurred between 1967 and 1972, but it is well
known that the trend toward greater wage inequality only began in the
early 1970s, and it accelerated in the 1980s. Thus firm size was fairly
stable during the period of rising inequality. This fact substantially
weakens Davis and Haltiwanger's argument that the shift in the distribution of hours toward small plants helps to distinguish product demand
from technical change explanations of rising wage inequality, or that
changes in firm size have much at all to do with rising inequality.
Imports as a percentage of gross national product rose sharply in the
1980s. This timing corresponds fairly well with the apparent change in
the relative price of skilled workers. This timing is the main evidence
cited by those who believe that the internationalization of product markets has had important impact on relative wages of different skill groups.
Yet Davis and Haltiwanger find very small effects of import penetration
on industry-specific wages, which might be regarded as direct evidence
against a trade-based explanation for rising inequality. The usefulness
of this evidence is severely limited, however; it relies on the assumption
that individual industries face upward sloping supply curves of labor,
at least in the short run. Otherwise demand shifts should not have any
effect on relative wages among industries, though they will change the
relative wages of different skill groups in the overall labor market. And
that is what we observe. Thus another interpretation of the evidence is
that labor is sufficiently mobile that wage differences among industries
are arbitraged fairly quickly, though product-specific changes in demand have economywide effects on relative wages.
Given these points, is it possible to distinguish between product
demand shifts and skill-biased technical change as explanations for
rising inequality? I think so, and the data analyzed by Davis and Haltiwanger contain sufficient information to do it. If changing patterns of
imports and exports are the main sources of shifting demand, then the
industry detail on imports and exports indicates where the demand shifts
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have occurred. This underlies the wage regressions in table 10 of the
paper. Industries where imports have grown should show declining
shipmentsand employment, and I have little doubt that they do. According to the theory, these changes are large enough to generate an
economywidedecline in the relativewages of less-skilled workers,who
are disproportionatelyemployed in the productionof tradedgoods. For
nontradedgoods, where exports and importsare small, the change in
relative wages implies skill downgrading (or at least no upgrading)
becauseunskilledlaborhas become cheaper.Given the overall increase
in skill ratios in manufacturing,I seriously doubtthat happened.This
suggests that Davis and Haltiwangerare probablyright: skill-biased
technicalchange has been a majorfactoraffecting relative wages. This
finding does not suggest that productdemandshifts have been unimportant,but they cannot be the only factors at work.
I have a finalpoint concerningthe determinantsof wage differentials
across size classes or industriesin the CPS and LRD data. As Davis
and Haltiwangernote, these differences have been a source of some
controversy in recent literature. Some have argued that these wage
differentials reflect an equilibriumsorting of workers with heterogeneous skills, while others interpretthem as rents that remain unarbitraged by competition. Davis and Haltiwanger'sinterpretationof the
datarelies on the notion thatwage differentialsacross industriesor size
classes of firmsreflectsortingaccordingto skills. Thenrising inequality
of industrywage differences (figure 2, in the CPS) or rising size differentials (table 6 and figure 5) are consistent with an increase in the
relative demandfor skilled labor.
This patternsuggests a potentialtest of the sortinghypothesis. If the
skills demandedby differentindustrieshave been relatively stable over
time, then workers in, say, the steel industryshould be in about the
same relative position in the wage distributiontoday that they were in
in 1970. For example, if in 1970 the typical steel workerwas from the
seventy-fifth percentile, then skill-biased sorting suggests that wages
of steel workers will rise by the same relative amountas all workers
in the seventy-fifthpercentile.This methodgeneratespredictedindustry
or size-relatedwage differentialsin the 1980s, based on the historical
distributionof skills andthe changein skill pricesover time. If observed
changesin wage differentialscan be replicatedby this method, it would
be strong evidence that cross-sectionaldifferences in wages by size or
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industry are determined by differences in productivities of workers.
This is surely a worthwhile exercise.

General Discussion: Several of the participants were concerned with
the quality of the data used in the paper. Zvi Griliches noted that the
data used to determine within-plant wage dispersion were assembled
from two incompatible data sets-the LRD and CPS. In response, Steve
Davis said that he and John Haltiwanger devoted much effort to investigating issues related to the quality and compatibility of the data.
He stressed three points. First, for production workers, the CPS and
LRD provide closely compatible compensation and hours measures,
and the two data sets deliver similar mean wage measures for overall
manufacturing and for detailed industries. The compatibility of the two
data sets is a much more serious problem for nonproduction workers,
as explained in the appendixes. Second, provided that the measurement
error structure in the two data sets is stable through time, the timeseries changes in the within-plant wage variance reported in table 3 are
unbiased. Third, in appendix B Davis and Haltiwanger review the evidence on the structure of measurement error that emerges from studies
of matched employer-worker data sets. They find that the available
evidence is consistent with the identifying assumptions that underlie
their procedure for estimating the within-plant wage variance.
Bronwyn Hall wondered about the accuracy of hours data for nonproduction workers in plants with fewer than nineteen employees. She
suggested that such workers who were reporting 2,000 hours of work
a year might really only be working part time. Martin Baily disagreed
with Hall, saying that she was implying that small business proprietors
do not work very hard.
Robert Hall said that the data on plant size might be unreliable
because of the way in which firms define their plants. He claimed that
firms, often for administrative purposes, will designate one physical
location as consisting of more than one plant. Steve Davis said in the
LRD data one physical location is generally defined as a single plant.
Robert McGuckin admitted that if different products were produced in
the same geographical location, it would be possible for the data to
show more than one plant, but he said that treatment of this would be
consistent over time in the data set and that the census has procedures
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to split plants if the products produced at a single location fall into
multiple SICs.
RobertHall also wonderedaboutthe meaningfulnessof the authors'
distinction between production and nonproductionworkers. He said
that on the shop floors of modernhigh-tech factories, productionand
nonproductionworkersare likely to be indistinguishable.Hall claimed
that in these types of factories "everybody wears a jacket and tie and
some of them tend certain kinds of machines and some of them tend
computers." Hall assertedthatin modernfactoriesbothproductionand
nonproductionworkers are involved in problem solving. He went on
to say that in the transformationof the U.S. economy from a "hardware" economy to a problem-solvingone, the losers in the work force
have been those not good at solving problems.
FrankLevy wonderedaboutthe realmeaningof skill-biasedtechnical
change. Skill, he said, is not related to educationin any simple way,
becausewhen therewas a glut of college-educatedworkersin the 1980s,
the within-groupreturnto skill for this groupwas rising. Accordingto
Levy, automobileplantsthatmake a transformationfromthe American
to the Japanesemanufacturingsystem (such as the CaliforniaNUMMI
factory)have achieved significantgains in productivitywhile using the
same workers. Levy said this suggests that the productivitysituation
in these plants has more to do with managerialability or some other
kind of sunk-cost technology than with skills the workersbring to the
factory gates.
Bronwyn Hall said that the observed plant-size wage differentials
might reflect a firmsize effect. In responseto this, LawrenceKatz said
there does not seem to have been an increase in wage differentialby
firm size from 1979 to 1988.
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